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Abstract 
The formation of germanides of platinum has been investigated using both conventional 
thin films and lateral diffusion couples. The investigation was carried out using such es-
tablished techniques as XRD, RBS and SEM. Using results from both thin film and lateral 
diffusion couples, a comparison has been made of the behaviour of Pt-Ge system in param-
eters such as phase formation sequence, growth kinetics and dominant diffusing species. 
In their sequential order of formation, three distinct phases, Pt2 Ge, PtGe and PtGe2 , have 
been identified in thin films in the temperature range 200 - 300°C. The first phase, Pt2Ge, 
was found not to follow a layered mode of formation. Both PtGe and PtGe2 phases were 
found to obey a (t)t law, indicating a diffusion limited growth process. By employing Ti 
as an inert marker, platinum was observed as the dominant diffusing species during Pt2 Ge 
formation. On the dominant diffusing species during PtGe and PtGe2 formation, the thin 
film results were but tentative. 
Upon annealing at 500°C/30,90,180min, lateral diffusion couples of Pt rich source (on Ge 
thin film) resulted in only a limited lateral growth, and multiple phases were not observed. 
However, when samples of Ge rich source (on Pt thin film) were annealed at the same tem-
perature and times, lateral interaction was observed proceeding on a relatively large scale. 
Germanium atoms were found to have encroached into the surrounding Pt thin film as far 
as ±30µm away from the Ge source region, with multiple phases growing simultaneously, 
viz PtGe2 , PtGe and Pt2 Ge3 • Inside the source region, the composition of the innermost 
compound corresponded to PtGe2 phase. Pt2Ge3 was located between PtGe2 and the initial 
island/thin film interface line. The compound outside the source region was characterised 
as PtGe. Pt2Ge3 phase was observed to have resulted from PtGe2 disintegration through 
the mechanism 2PtGe2 -+ Pt2Ge3 + Ge. Plots obtained from µRBS and SEM -lateral mea-
surements indicate that the growth of observed phases (PtGe2 , Pt2Ge3 and PtGe) all follow 
a square-root-of-time law, a characteristic of diffusion limited growth process. 
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Material science research has long been on the forefront of technological advancement. Re-
search output in material science has not only achieved tremendous progress in our knowledge 
of materials and their interaction processes, but also contributed considerably to both real-
ized and prospective betterment of human condition. Unlike in other exotic fields, whenever 
a positive research output is announced in material science, the benefit does not only satisfy 
academic enquirey, it has profound impact in such areas as the fabrication of microelectronic 
devices which drive today's modern technology. 
Wherever two dissimilar materials were put into intimate contact and thermally treated at 
elevated temperatures to effect a solid state reaction, the information exposed about the 
behaviour of specific materials had generated even more research interest. Metal silicides, 
in particular, have so far received a relatively large share of research effort. A wide range 
of transition metal silicide systems has been intensively investigated, viz Ni-Si, Co-Si, Pt-Si, 
Pd-Si etc. The intensive investigation in metal silicides has been provoked by their wide 
application in microelectronics industry. 
Most silicides have low electrical resistivity and can sustain their stability at high tempera-
tures, making them suitable candidates for application in integrated circuits devices, either 
2 
as contacts or inter-connects. Low resistivity is crucial in intergrated circuits in that it im-
proves the speed of electronic devices and reduces ohmic heating. In metal oxide silicon field 
effect transistors (MOSFET), silicide layers are introduced at junction depth specifically to 
lower the resistance of source and drain areas. Another advantage of silicides is that they 
readily lend themselves in passivation processes, i.e. they oxidise in air producing a self 
protective Si02 surface barrier. For these and many other advantages in microelectronic 
technology, the family of MxSiy remains the subject of intensive investigation in material 
science. 
In contrast to the case of metal silicides, the study of metal germanides has been relatively 
dormant [1, 2]. The only prominent research attention paid to metal germanides was in 
the late 50s, and since then, metal germanides research had largely remained dormant. It 
was only recently, in the late 80's, that germanides received renewed research interest [3]. 
With the possible introduction of SiGe in the microelectronic industry, a more thorough 
investigation in metal germanides becomes even more crucial. Silicon and germanium are 
very similar in structure and atomic properties. Their atoms are tetravalent, they both have 
four electrons in their outermost shell, they are both elemental semiconductors, and can 
be subjected to a large scale of processing steps without problems of decomposition, which 
suggests that the substitution of one element by the other should be possible [4]. 
From literature review of recent publications, it would appear that current research trends 
involving germanium have shifted the focus more to Gex-Si1_x alloys [5-8] The shift to GeSi 
research had come as a result of the emergence of bandgap engineering of semiconduc-
tor heterostructures, a relatively new technique in which arbitrary band structures of new 
semiconductor materials and devices are produced by doping and spatially varying the com-
position of a semiconductor over distances ranging from a few angstroms ( rv2.5A) to a few 
microns. Si and Ge have 4% difference in the lattice constants [9], and if critical thickness is 
exceeded during growth of one on the other, it results in strains, which may be used to vary 
bandgap energy and band discontinuities. A more detailed account of bandgap engineering 
can be found in ref [10]. 
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The wide range of techniques established in the study of metal silicides are equally applicable 
in metal germanides. It was reported in previous studies that in parameters such as first 
phase nucleation, phase formation sequence, dominant diffusing species and growth kinetics, 
the behaviour of metal germanides is largely similar to their corresponding silicides [1, 2]. 
Germanium is of particular importance for the following reasons: it has high mobility for 
both electrons and holes, which opens the possibilities of high speed complementary transis-
tor, it has very low carrier freeze-out temperatures, it can be used as ohmic contact material 
ton-type in GaAs devices [2, 11, 12], and it is commonly used in solid state radiation detec-
tors. Moreover, strained layer (Ge,Si)/Si heterostructures were reportedly shown to exhibit 
a variety of interesting properties attributed to band structure modi~cations [13]. 
An understanding of Metal/GeSi contacts and metal-GeSi compounds is ~ssential for de-
veloping novel GeSi devices and large scale integrated circuits [14]. The compound PtSi is 
currently one of the widely used silicides in Si devices due to its highest barrier Schottky 
contact ("" 0.68 eV) for bipolar devices [15]. This and the possibility of a new 8-12 µm 
Pt(GexSii-x/GeSi Schottky barrier infrared photodetector, had resulted in thermal reaction 
between platinum and GeSi alloy receiving particular research attention. 
For succesfull implementation of SiGe alloy technology, knowledge of Metal-Germanium in-
teraction is as important as that of the corresponding Metal-Silicon. It is therefore of interest 
to investigate platinum-germanium interaction in depth. 
1.2 Reactions in Bulk and Thin Films 
Bulk and thin film diffusion couples are two extreme regimes in which solid state interactions 
are usually investigated. Analytical tools used to monitor phase formation in bulk diffusion 
couples include microprobe tracing of a reacted section to obtain compositional information, 
and light microscopy of etched cross sections of a sample for phase identification [16]. X-Ray 
diffraction is also used to accomplish phase identification. The thickness of coupling phases 
in bulk couples may vary from several hundreds of micrometers to a few millimeters, and 
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all intermediate phases predicted in phase diagrams can co-exist and grow simultaneously 
during solid state reaction [17]. High temperatures and long annealing times are required 
due to the large interdiffusion zones [18]. 
. 
Unlike in the bulk, one phase is usually found to grow at a time in thin film diffusion cou-
ples. The sequence of phase formation follows a well defined pattern in which one compound 
forms untill the metal film is consumed and the next phase starts to grow. The failure to 
observe "multi-phases" in thin film reactions has been attributed to the presence of "critical 
thickness" of a single compound layer, which is defined as the thickness beyond which the 
second compound layer can coexist with the first [19, 20]. In thin film studies, the deposited 
metal layer which serves as a source of supply during first phase formation is usually so thin 
that it gets exhausted before the first compound grows to its "critical thickness". Reaction 
kinetics in thin films are largely monitored with a non-destructive RBS technique [21]. As in 
the bulk diffusion couples, phase identification in thin films is also accomplished by X-Ray 
diffraction methods. Other usefull techniques include Resistivity measurements [22], Trans-
mission and Scanning Electron Microscopy (TEM and SEM respectively). If thin film and 
bulk diffusion couples are seen as two extremely opposite regimes, then the link between the 
two is to be found in lateral diffusion couples. 
1.3 Lateral Diffusion Reactions 
First developed by Zheng [23), the novel technique of lateral diffusion was to bridge the 
gap between conventional thin films and bulk diffusion couples. An excellent treatment on 
the transition between thin film and bulk diffusion couples can be found in Ref. (24] where 
Zheng et al investigate the behaviour of Ni/Si system in one of the most detailed lateral 
diffusion experiments. Sample preparation techniques used in conventional thin films are 
equally applicable in lateral diffusion couples. In brief, lateral diffusion couples are prepared 
by vacuum deposition of a thin layer of semiconductor on substrates of NaCl, Ah0 2 or Si02 • , 
Metal layer is then subsequently deposited through the aperture windows of a patterned 
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silicon mask made by photolithographic techniques and selective etching on Si wafer. The 
result is a thin film of semiconductor, with metal islands on top, see Fig 1.1 where a schematic 
illustration of this state of affairs is shown for the case of metal islands on germanium thin 
film. The same procedure is followed when preparing samples of semiconductor islands 
M 
Metal Source 
Ge thin film 
MxGey 
Figure 1.1: Schematic illustration of lateral diffusion sample showing platinum island on 
germanium thin film. Vertical arrows indicate the direction of atomic mobilty during initial 
stages of the reaction. Once the underlying atoms are consumed, the island starts to supply 
atoms in the lateral direction. It is assumed in this sketch that the metal(M) is the dominant 
diffusing species during first metal-germanide formation. 
on metal thin film, see Figure 1.2. Prior to lateral diffusion sample preparation, it is of 
importance to establish the dominant diffusing species during the first compound formation, 
for this provides a pointer to sample configuration. 
It is important to prepare islands of dominant diffusing material on a thin film of choice, as 
the inward flux of atoms from the surrounding thin film (to the source region) can result in 
thin diffusion zone and ultimately a crack between thin film and source region. Differences 
on the diffusing species are are however not uncommon between conventional thin films 
and lateral diffusion couples. Chu et al (25] investigated Ni-Si interaction in thin films and 
found Ni as the "dominant diffusing species at a temperature of 325°C". Zheng et al (24] 
investigated the same system(Ni-Si) using lateral diffusion technique, and observed that 
"both Ni and Si are the dominant diffusing species at temperatures above 400°C". 
The initial stage in lateral diffusion couples is similar to that of conventional thin film 
couples, i.e. initial reaction takes place between atoms from the island and those from the 
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As deposited 
Metal(M) thin-film Ge Island(source) 
J 
Annealed 
Figure 1.2: Schematic diagram showing lateral diffusion couple for Pt-Ge system both before 
and after annealing. Different compounds are indicated with z > y > x > w > u. 
underlying thin film. This continues untill total consumption of atoms directly below the 
island region. Excess atoms in the islands will then start to diffuse laterally to react with 
atoms in the thin film surrounding the island. In order to have sufficient atomic diffusion 
from the source of supply, it is crucial that during deposition, the thickness ratio of island 
to thin film be far greater than that of the phase most rich in island element [17]. 
Once atomic depletion starts in the source region, the growing phase starts to extend laterally, 
and nothing stops it but its critical length. As the resulting phase grows laterally out, the 
supplying source shrinks in, lengthening the diffusion zone to a point where the supply of 
atoms gets too weak at the compound/thin film interface, resulting in a change in phase. 
Change in the supply of atoms determines when the growth of the next phase is initiated, 
however, prediction of the growing compounds depends on empirical rules [26]. With enough 
atoms in the supplying source, long time anneals at high temperatures result in the formation 
of several phases predicted in the phase diagram. In Figure 1.2 displays a schematic diagram 
simulating lateral diffusion experiment results for Metal-Ge system. 
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Qualitative analysis of diffusion length is readily accomplished with Scanning Electron 
Microscopy(SEM) and TEM(Transmission Electron Microscopy). Microprobe tracing pro-
vides a strong complementary technique to both SEM and TEM. By scanning across reacted 
zones with a micro-beam of a particles, RBS can be done on a micro-scale. Compound 
thicknesses can therefore be resolved at different reacted zones. 
With the knowledge of deposited thin film and island thicknesses, resolving compound thick-
nesses at different reacted regions will therefore provide a pointer to dominant diffusing ma-
terial. Both SEM and TEM are limited in their resolution of dominant diffusing species at 
specific reacted regions. Microprobe tracing thus suggests itself as an evident supplement to 
SEM and TEM in the study of lateral diffusion reactions. It is therefore suprising that only 
one article, Ding et al (27], had so far reported the use of nuclear microprobe in the study 
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of lateral diffusion reactions. 
To unravel reaction kinetics, the width of individual phases are plotted against annealing 
time. Information about composition in the reacted zones can be obtained from either En-
ergy Dispersive Spectroscopy(EDS) or Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry(RBS). Long 
diffusion distances, and the ease to perform compositional and structural measurements, are 
amongst the advantages of using lateral diffusion couples to study solid state reactions (19]. 
The simplicity in determining the moving species without interposing extra material between 
coupling layers adds to advantage. 
1.4 Phase Formation Sequence 
Binary systems usually have several equilibrium phases, though not all equilibrium phases 
might exist as dominant growing phases during solid state reactions. It is of crucial im-
portance in thin films studies to know which of the stable phases forms first during solid 
state reactions. In any given system, phase transformation occurs when the initial state of 
the system becomes unstable relative to the final state. Under thermal treatment, binary 
systems always strive for the most stable state. 
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The reason why phase transformation takes place at all is that the previous phase had be-
come unstable, and must therefore give way for a more stable phase. In cases where phase 
formation/transformation) is effected through isothermal treatment of binary alloys at con-
stant pressure, (as is a long standing tradition in thin film studies), a good measure of phase 
stability is Gibbs Free energy of the system. Gibbs Free energy of the system is given by: 
G = H -TS (1.1) 
where H is the Enthalpy S the Entropy and T the absolute temperature. In thermodynamic 
terms, a system is said to be at its equilibrium state when its Gibbs free energy is most 
negative. Phases which exist when the system is at stable equilibrium are called stable 
phases. Phases which exist when the system is not at its equilibrium state (i.e. when G is 
not minimum), are called metastable phases. Phase formation/transformation results as the 
system strives for its lowest possible free energy state. The consequence of Gibbs free energy 
rule is that for any transformation between two phases, the change in Gibbs free energy 
(.6.G) must be negative. 
Various rules (and models) were proposed to predict the sequence of phase formation during 
solid state reactions. One of the earliest rules was the so called WB rule in which Walser 
and Bene [26] used the huge data available on metal-silicon systems to device an empirical 
rule to predict the first phase to form during solid state reactions. 
1.4.1 Walser-Bene and other Rules 
The first phase prediction rule proposed by Walser and Bene states: "The first compound 
nucleated in planar binary reaction couples is the most stable congruently melting compound 
adjacent to the lowest temperature eutectic on the bulk equilibrium phase diagram" [26]. 
Several experiments were done to check against the validity of WB rule when extended 
to germanides systems. A thorough investigation in metal-germanides was carried out by 
Wittmer et al [28]. In their experiments, the formation of germanides were investigated for 
Co, Hf, Mn, Ni, Pd and Rh at temperatures ranging between 100 and 600°C. It was reported 
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in their results that the WB rule was succesfull in predicting the first phase to form in Co, 
Hf, Ni, Pd and Rh germanide systems. It was however only in the case of Pd on Ge that 
their results showed inconsitency with the WB rule. The results of Wittmer experiment 
are summarised in Table 1.1. In another experiment, an equally thorough investigation was 
done by Marshal et al [2] on a number of "representative metals on Ge", viz Al, Ag, Au, Er, 
Ni, Pd, Ta and Ti. They reported in their results that germanides formation characteristics 
were found to be similar to those of their corresponding silicides. As in the case of Wittmer 
et al, Marshal et al also noted that there exceptional cases existed where some germanides 
systems violate the WB first phase prediction rule. 
Since WB rule [26] was based on M-Si systems, its relative success in germanides systems 
seems to suggest that the phase formation sequence in some metal germanides systems can be 
predicted by direct inference from the corresponding metal-Si systems [2]. There is however 
no rule which succesfully applies to all either metal-germanide or metal-silicon system. 
The WB rule is largely succesfull in predicting first phase formation in M-Si systems, but 
that is how far it goes. Tsaur et al extended the WB rule to predict the phase following the 
first in metal silicon systems. After the first silicide phase formation, the rule by Tsaur et al 
[29] states: "The next phase formed at interface between the first phase and the remaining 
element (Si or metal) is the nearest congruently melting compound richer in ureacted element. 
If the compound between the first phase and the remaining element are all non-congruently 
melting compounds (such as peritectic and peritectoid phases), the next phase formed is that 
with the smallest temperature difference between the liquidus curve ana the peritectic (or 
peritectoid) point". 
Earlier phase sequence prediction rules ignored thermodynamic data such as heats of 
formation (fl.H) and entropy (fl.S) of the systems under consideration. It was not untill 
Pretorius et al [30, 32] proposed the effective heat of formation (EHF) model that thermo-
dynamic data came to be considered usefull in phase sequence prediction. 
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PREDICTED AND OBSERVED GERMANIDE COMPOUNDS 
Predicted I Observed First Compound Formed 
Metal germanide first X-Ray 
System compound diffraction 
formed analysis 
Co-Ge Co2Ge Co2Ge 
Hf-Ge HfsGe3 Hf5Ge3 
Mn-Ge MnsGe3 Mn5Ge3 
Ni-Ge Ni2Ge Ni2Ge 
Pd-Ge Pd Ge Pd2Ge 
Rh-Ge RhGe RhGe 
Table 1.1: Comparison between predicted and observed first phase formation in metal-
germanium systems. Corresponding metal-silicides are also listed in the last column for 
comparison Wittmer et al 
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1.4.2 Effective Heat of Formation (EHF) Model 
Recently, Pretorius et al [30] made use of thermodynamic data and proposed the effective heat 
of formation (EHF) model. Pretorius' EHF model predicts both first phase and subsequent 
phase formation sequence by considering the effective concentration of two reacting atomic 
species at growth interface. The effective concentration was chosen to be that of the lowest 
eutectic (or liquidus minimum) [30, 31]. 
The model emphasizes that during solid state reaction, phase formation at an interface is 
a dynamic non-equilibrium process, and one compound phase usually forms at interface, so 
that the lowest energy state for the system is not a result of a mixture of phases. When 
phase transformation takes place, the system prefers to lower Gibbs free energy change (~G) 
to a minimum. Following equation 1.1, change in Gibbs free energy is given by: 
(1.2) 
where ~H0 and ~S° are, respectively, changes in Enthalpy and Entropy of the system during 
solid state reaction at absolute temperature T. A good measure of ~G0 is ~H0 since ~S0 
is normally too small ("-'0.001 kJ.deg-1). The heat released by the system during phase 
formation/transformation depends on the effective conentration of the limiting element in 
the compound to be formed. The EHF model defines the effective heat of formation (~H') 
as follows [32, 33]: 
~H' =~Ho (Effective.concentration.limiting.element) 
Compound.concentration.limiting.element (1.3) 
Using effective concentration of limiting element at interface and effective concentration of 
limiting element in the compound to form, the EHF' first phase formation rule states: "The 
first compound to form during metal-metal interaction is the phase with most negative effec-
tive heat of formation (~H') at the concentration of the lowest temperature eutectic(liquidus) 
of the bimary system". After first phase formation, the model predicts the subsequent phase 
formation sequence as follows: "After first phase formation in metal-metal binary systems, 
the next phase to form at interface between the compound phase and the remaining element 
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is the next phase richer in unreacted element, which has the most negative effective heat of 
formation ". The EHF model had been tested with measurable success in the prediction of 
first phase and subsequent phase formation in germanides, silicides, aluminides, Au-metal 
systems, Cu-metal systems etc. 
A phase diagram for the Pt-Ge system is displayed in Figure 1.3. From the (Pt-Ge) phase 
diagram , the congruent phase with the most negative effective heat of formation is Pt2 Ge, 
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Figure 1.3: Phase diagram for Pt-Ge system 
phase would be PtGe, followed by PtGe2. 
Table 1.4.2 summarises previous experimental observation for Pt-Ge system. The first and 
second phase results obtained by Hsieh and Chen [1], and Marshal et al [2] are in agreement 
with the EHF model, see Table 1.4.2 (at the end of Chapter 1). However, the results 
obtained by Grimaldi et al [40] do not present Pt2Ge as the first phase to form, and are 
therefore in disagreement with the EHF model. 
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In this work the Pt-Ge system will be investigated and the findings will be compared with 
previous experimental results and those predicted by the EHF model. Specific parameters 
to be investigated are outlined in the Scope of investigation. 
1.5 Growth Kinetics 
The rate at which the compound grows at the interface is one aspect of major interest in 
thin film analysis. To evaluate the growth kinetics of a system, compound growth thickness 
is measured as a function of annealing time or temperature. There are generally two distinct 
kinetic patterns followed by solid state reactions that lead to silicide or germanide formation. 
They are (i) layer-by -layer growth kinetics with well defined temperature dependence, and 
(ii) rapid non-uniform growth with critical temperature dependence. The latter pattern 
usually takes place in a narrow temperature range, making it difficult to identify clearly 
the diffusion kinetics involved. Under this pattern, compound formation is thought to be a 
result of nucleation process [34] which involves sudden transformation without measurable 
composition gradient through the thin film thickness. NiSi2 is well known to form via 
nucleation process [35]. 
The layer-by-layer kinetic pattern exhibits lateral growth uniformity and takes place over 
a relatively wide temperature range. The compound growth process in this case may be 
proportional either to the time or to the (time)112 . The dependence in time follows from 
limiting mechanisms responsible for compound growth [36]. 
The parabolic relationship with time indicate a diffusion limited growth process, where the 
process of growth is limited by transport of the material through the growing compound. The 




where Xo and x f are compound thicknesses at time t0 and t f respectively, and D is the 
diffusion rate constant. The diffusion constant is defined as: 
(1.5) 
where T is the absolute temperature, kb=Boltzman constant, Ea=activation energy and 
D0 =pre-exponential factor. Equation 1.5 is commonly reffered to as Arrhenius equation. 
Ea can be obtained from a plot of lnD vs 1/kbT. 
The linear relationship of growth with time is indicative of an interfacial reaction limited 
process. The reaction in this mode of growth follows the equation: 
Xf - x0 = K(t1 - to) (1.6) 
where J{ is the interfacial reaction constant, and all other parameters have the same meaning 
as in equation 1.4. 
1.6 Growth Kinetic Analysis by Temperature Ramp-
The quickest and most convenient way to monitor closely the growth kinetics of a system is 
by temperature ramping. By programing the heater over a temperature range of interest, 
it is possible to observe all phases of a system from one sample, in one experimental run. 
This is a drastic departure from traditional, conventional isorthermal annealing, where many 
samples are used to obtain similar parameters. In conjunction with "dynamic" RBS, the 
ramping technique is time effective. 
The technique, however, presupposes knowledge of whether the compound formation reac-
tion follows diffusion controlled or interfacial reaction controlled mode [19]. For a diffusion 




Where x is the thickness of the compound formed, fJ the interdiffusion coefficient in the com-
pound, t the reaction time and ~~ the constant ramping rate. The interdiffusion coefficient 
can be written as fJ =Do exp(-~H/kT), where ~His the activation enthalpy of interdiffu-
sion, and Do the pre-exponetial factor, k and T have usual meaning. By substitution and 
intergration, equation 1. 7 takes the form: 
(1.8) 
At t = 0, temperature is typically low, and no reaction occurs, so we can take T0 = 0 K, and 
the right term of equation 1.8 disappears. Thus, ignoring the right term from equation 1.8, 
a plot of ln(x2 /T 2 ) versus l/kT yields a straight line with slope ~H. When the compound 
growth is interfacial reaction controlled, the following equation governs the process: 
l t 1T dt x = Kdt = K dTdT O To (1.9) 
Where J{ = Ko exp(-~H / kT) is the interfacial reaction constant. By substitution and 
intergration, equation 1.9 takes the form: 
(1.10) 
Applying the same argument as in diffusion limited equation, see equation 1.8, activation 
enthalpy, ~H, is now calculated from slope of ln(x/T2) versus l/kT. 
It must be pointed out that in cases where the compound under consideration has already 
grown to a measurable thickness at initial temperature T0 , then the right terms of equa-
tions 1.8 and 1.10 cannot be ignored. 
1. 7 Diffusion 
Diffusion in solids is important for two cardinal reasons. First, knowledge of diffusion is 
fundamental to the understanding of changes that occur in solids at higher temperatures. 
Second, the study of diffusion gives exposure of how atoms move in solids, which is intimately 
connected to the study of atomic mobility in thin films, where dominant diffusing species 
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are determined using a marker technique. 
In contrast to gases, diffusion in solids is not straight forward. "As in a gas, diffusion in 
solid proceeds by transport of mass, thermal conduction by transport of energy, and electrical 
conduction by transport of charge. But there the similarity ends" [37]. A gas atom spends 
most of its time travelling freely through distances that are large in atomic regime, while an 
atom in solid is strictly confined by attractive forces exerted by its neighbours. 
From a macroscopic point of view, diffusion process is relatively straight forward, atoms 
will diffuse from their region of higher concentration to their region of lower concentration 
until equilibrium is reached. This general rule does not apply blindly in thin films, it has 
to respect other factors besides concentration, e.g. energy barrier which the diffusant has 
to overcome, path followed etc. In thin film studies, main focus is on determining dominant 
diffusing species and the mechanisms by which they diffuse. Precise determination of domi-
nant diffusing species is difficult to establish, and identification of actual diffusion mechanism 
is even more complex. Early theories suggested four main possible mechanisms by which 
atoms diffuse, viz interstitial diffusion, rotational or interchange mechanism, substitutional 
and grain boundary mechanism. Figure 1.4 shows schematic representation of the first three 
diffusion mechanisms. In mechanism (a), the diffusion process requires much energy as the 
surrounding atoms have to be pushed apart. The required energy is even more for closed 
packed solids, rendering the mechanism highly unlikely. Mechanisms (b) and ( c) are com-
monly encountered in thin films study. The plausible explanation for vacancy mechanism 
( c) is that in almost all crystals, some of the lattice sites are unoccupied. These sites are 
called vacancies. If one atom, preferably an impurity, jumps into the vacancy, the atom is 
said to have diffused through a vacancy mechanism. Vacancy diffusion mechanism has been 
proposed as the one responsible for the formation of Pd2Si [38]. 
An atom is said to have diffused by an interstitial mechanism when it passes from one inter-
stitial site to one of its nearest neighbour interstitial site without permanently displacing any 
of its host atoms. The interstitial atom faces a constriction due to the host atoms as shown 
in Figure 1.4( c). Thus an atom has to jump a certain energy barrier for this mechanism to 
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(c) 
Figure 1.4: Schematic illustration of three mazn diffusion mechanisms. (a). Rota-
tional/Interchange mechanism (b). Interstitial mechanism (c). Vacancy/Substitutional· 
mechanism 
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occur. One of the commonly encountered mechanisms in thin film studies is grain boundary 
mechanism. A grain boundary may be viewed as an array of dislocations seperating two 
single grains of a crystalline material with a misorientation between them. 
Experiments have shown that the mean jump frequency of an atom in free surfaces and grain 
boundaries is higher than that of an atom in the lattice. The diffusivity is therefore higher 
in this regions. The grain boundary mechanism is perhaps the most important as it is the 
most probable in thin films. Peterson et al [39] reported grain boudary diffusion as the for-
mation mechanism for IrSi3 . Diffusion of solids at macroscopic level is best sm:p_marised by 
Fick's laws of diffusion. The first law states that "if an inhomogeneous single phase alloy is 
annealed, there will be a net flux of atoms in a manner which will decrease the concentration 
gradient." The second one states: "the rate of change of concentration of the species across 
a plane is proportional to the flux gradient of the species across the plane." 
1.8 Scope of this investigation 
The aim of this study is to obtain a basic understanding of interaction between platinum 
and germanium thin films. As pointed out earlier, the family of MxGey has not been as well 
researched as their corresponding metal-silicon systems. If Si-Ge alloy technology is to be 
implemented successfully in both VLSI and ULSI devices, interaction between metal and 
germanium must be fully understood. 
The understanding of any system is incomplete without knowledge of such basic parameters 
as various existing phases and their formation temperature ranges, the sequence of phase 
formation, phase growth kinetics, dominant diffusing species, diffusion mechanisms and ac-
tivation energies of growing phases. Save for diffusion mechanisms, this study attempts to 
focus on all parameters above for the Pt-Ge system. While the Pt-Ge system has been 
investigated before, reported results, however, reveal the existing confusion and uncertainty 
regarding phases observed at particular temperatures [1, 2, 40]. 
The Pt-Ge system contains as many as 6 phases in its phase diagram, viz Pt3Ge, Pt2Ge, 
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Pt3Ge2, PtGe, Pt2Ge3 and PtGe2, see Pt-Ge phase diagram in Figure 1.3. To appreciate 
the existing confusion and uncertainty regarding these phases and their formation temper-
atures, we need only review some of the published experimental results on Pt-Ge system. 
Hsie and Chen [1] reported detecting Pt2Ge, PtGe, Pt2Ge3 and PtGe2 at temperatures of 
160, 250, 350 and 400°C respectively. Marshal et al [2] reported observing Pt2Ge at 250°C, 
followed by PtGe in the temperature range 260-300°C, Pt2Ge3 was observed as the third 
phase at 400°C and the last phase, PtGe2 was reportedly detected in the range 500-600°C. 
It can be noted that while the results of Hsie and Chen (1] agree with those of Marshal et al 
(2] on the sequence of phase formation, they however differ by considerable margins on the 
formation temperatures. In another experiment Grimaldi et al [40] reported observing (in 
sequential order) Pt3Ge2, PtGe, Pt2Ge3 and PtGe2 at 250, 300, 350 and 450°C respectively, 
See Table 1.4.2 for a summary of these previous experiments. 
An attempt is made in this study to clear the confusion surrounding the phase sequence and 
temperatures of formation in Pt-Ge system. The growth kinetics of the phases shall also be 
investigated. In their experiment, Marshal et al [2] also investigated the dominant diffusing 
species for a particular observed phase, Pt2Ge. In this study, we attempt to extend the 
investigation of dominant diffusing species to all identified phases, and the results obtained 
will also be used as a check against previous findings on Pt2Ge formation. 
The main focus of this study is on the behaviour of the Pt-Ge system in the lateral diffusion 
geometry. The sizes of microelectronic devises are shrinking, with lateral dimensions de-
creasing more rapidly than vertical dimensions (27]. Clear understanding and knowledge of 
processes associated with the edges of microelectronic devices therefore become increasingly 
important. The geometry of lateral diffusion couples paves the way to such understand-
ing. The Pt-Ge system had not been investigated in the lateral diffusion regime before. An 
attempt is made in this study to use the lateral diffusion geometry to investigate various 
parameters mentioned earlier. A comparison will be made of the behaviour of Pt-Ge system 
in both lateral diffusion and conventional thin film regimes. 
Techniques and procedures used in acquisition and analysis of data are explained in Chap-
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ter 2. Experimental results of the study are all detailed, discussed and elaborated upon in 
Chapters 3 and 4. An overall summary and various conclusions are given in Chapter 5. On 
the same Chapter 5 we also hint on some few aspects regarding possible future work on this 
project. 
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Grimaldi et al [40] Hsieh and Chen [1] I Marshal et al [2] 
Temp Annealing Phases Temp Annealing Phases Temp Phases 
(oc) time(h) Formed (oC) time(h) Formed (oc) Formed 
150-230 2 No interdiffusion 160 3 Pt2Ge 250 Pt2Ge 
250 0.5 Pt3Ge2 + PtGe 250 1 Pt Ge 260-300 Pt Ge 
300 0.5 Pt Ge 350 1 Pt2Ge3 400 Pt2Ge3 
350 0.5 Pt2Ge3 400 1 PtGe2 500-600 PtGe2 
400 0.5 PtGe2 500 1 PtGe2 
Table 1.2: Summary of results for phase formation in Pt/Ge system obtained by Hsie and 
Chen [1}, Marshal et al [2} and Grimaldi et al {40}. 
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Chapter 2 
Experimental Techniques and 
Procedure 
The analysis of material interactions in thin films require sensitive, and sometimes sophis-
ticated, experimental techniques. Throughout this investigation, samples were prepared by 
vacuum deposition of Pt and Ge thin films on oxidised silicon substrates. The main analyti-
cal tool employed for characterization and analysis of samples was Rutherford Backscattering 
Spectrometry(RBS). Presented below is a brief review of theoretical concepts that underpin 
RBS, a brief explanation of marker technique, followed by details of sample preparation and 
experimental procedures. 
2.1 Rutherford Backscattering 
Rutherford backscattering spectrometry has proved both vital and sensitive an analytical 
tool in obtaining detailed microscopic information in the study of thin films. The concepts 
underlying backscattering technique have found application as early as 1967 in the first 
analysis of the composition of lunar soil. The origin of these concepts can be traced back 
to the famous Geiger and Marsden experiment of 1913. Both in concept and elementary 
execution, the simplicity of RBS remain unsurpassed. A more thorough and comprehensive 
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account of RBS can be found in refs [21, 41]. In brief, the RBS technique requires an ion 
source which generates charged particles whose energy is raised to a few MeV(typically 2-3 
MeV) by a particle accelerator. The result is a monoenergetic beam· of charged particles 
which is directed to the evacuated backscattering chamber chamber where it impinges on 
the sample to be analysed. Depending on the thicknesses involved, most particles are either 
transmitted through or absorbed by the target sample, while some are backscattered. The 
energy magnitude of the incident beam of particles is generally kept low enough to rule 
out possibilities of nuclear reaction during the collision process. Backscattered particles are 
detected with a solid state detector. 
Throughout this study, the detector was positioned to detect particles with scattering angle 
of 165° and the sample normal was tilted 10° relative to the ion beam, see Figure 2.1. 
Backscatterd particles deposit energy into the detector, generating an electrical signal which 
Sample 
Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram illustrating the experimental setup of Rutherford Backscat-
tering. A 2 Me V alpha beam is incident on a sample. The sample normal is tilted by </>=Hf' 
from the incident beam and () = 165° is the scattering angle. The incident beam and the de-
tector are on the same plane with the sample normal. All quantities refer to a laboratory 
frame of reference. , 
is amplified and processed with fast analog and digital electronics. The final stage of the 
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data is a digitized spectrum. For purposes of correct interpretation of the spectrum, various 
factors are elaborated below, viz kinematic factor( K), energy loss( dE / dx) and differential 
scattering cross section( do"/ d!1). 
2.1.1 Kinematic Factor(k) 
When a beam of monoenergitic a particles impinges on the target sample, energy is transfered 
from incident alpha particles to target atoms, and therefore energy deposited to the detector 
by backscattered particles is only a fraction of the incident energy. The interaction process 
between a paticles and target atoms is assumed to be a simple elastic collision. For this 
assumption to hold, two crucial conditions have to be satisfied: energy (Ea) of the projectile 
must be much larger than binding energy of the atoms in the target and there should be no 
resonance and nuclear reactions. This imposes an upper limit to the projectile energy, which 
limit depends on the specific choice of projectile and target atoms. 
The simple elastic collision of alpha particles is best solved by applying the basic principles 
of conservation of energy and momentum. Figure 2.2 illustrates collision between an incident 
particle of mass m1 and a stationary atom off mass M 2 • After collision the projectile and 
Target atom Projectile 
. M2 
- - V2,E2 cp -._____ 
Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of elastic collision between a projectile of mass m1 , 
velocity v0 and a target of mass M2 initially at rest. 
the target atom have velocities and energies v1., E1 and v2 , E2 respectively. Angles () and </> 
are positive, and all quantities refer to the laboratory frame of reference. 
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The magnitude of quantities Vi and Ei(i=l,2) explicitly depend on scattering angle () and 
recoil angle ef>. By considering basic principles of conservation of energy and momentum 
parallel and perpendicular to the direction of incidence, the following equations can be 
generated. 
1 2 1 22 1 2 
2m1Vo = 2m1V1 + 2M2V2 
mvo = m1v1cosO + M2v2cos<f> 
By eliminating </> and v2 , one obtains the ratio 
v1 [(Mi - m~ sin20)~ + m1cos0] 





The kinematic factor is defined as the ratio of the projectile energy after the elastic collision 
to that before collision. 
k = E1 =vi 
- E 2 0 Vo 
(2.5) 
From equation 2.5 the kinematic factor can be expressed as 
(2.6) 
It is clear from the above equation that the energy of the projectile after scattering is 
dependent on scattering angle() and the masses of projectile and target atoms. Energy E1 of 
projectile has its maximum value if the scattering angle () = 180°. It is also evident from the 
equation that energy of particles scattered by heavy elements is higher than that of those 
scattered by light ones. 
2.1.2 Energy Loss (dE/dx) 
When an incident particle enters a solid medium, its kinetic energy decreases as it traverses 
through the medium and collides with atoms in its inward path. The total energy loss 
depends on the thickness or total distance travelled by the incident particle, on the density 






Figure 2.3: Diagram illustrating scattering of incident particles on the surface and at depth 
x below the surface. 
known, energy E of a projectile can be calculated at any depth x below the surface of a thick 
sample into which the particle penetrates. For a projectile whose initial energy is Ea, see 
Figure 2.3, energy Eat any depth xis given by the following equation. 
x 
E(x) =Ea - (dE/dx)in-() 
cos 1 
(2.7) 
Where the· subscript in denotes the inward path. 
When a particle is scattered into the detector from the surface of the sample, the difference 
between its initial and final energy is only due to kinematic factor (I<), and therefore the 
magnitude of its final velocity is I< Ea. A particle scattered at depth x below the surface 
suffers a series of energy loses. It looses energy along its inward trip to the scattering point 
due to specific energy loss, at the scattering point due to kinematic factor, and finally along 
its outward trip. The magnitude of its final energy is therefore given by: 
x 
Ei = kE(x) - (dE/dx)aut_()_ 
cos 2 
(2.8) 
Where the subscript out denotes the outward path. 
The difference in energy of particles scattered on the surface and those scattered at depth x 
is given by: 
(2.9) 
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By assuming constant energy loss per unit length, the above equation can be written as 
~E _ [-k (dE) + _1 (dE) l x 
cosB1 dx in cosB2 dx out {2.10) 
The short notation for the above equation is: 
~E = [SJx (2.11) 
Where 
[SJ _ [-k (dE) + _1 (dE) l x 
- cosB1 dx in cosB2 dx out (2.12) 
[SJ is usually referd to as energy loss factor. By applying equation 2.11, the thickness x of 
a sample can be determined if ~E and [SJ are known. This is one of the cornerstones of 
Rutherford backscattering spectrometry: quantitative analysis of thin film thicknesses. 
2.1.3 Differential Scattering cross section (~~) 
The concept of differential scattering cross section defines the probabilty in which the scat-
tering event will be recorded by a detector. It relates the number of detected particles to 
the total number of incident particles and the number of target atoms per unit area of irra-
diated sample. Rutherford derived the differential scattering cross section formula based on 
the assumption that during the collision, the distance of closest approach is small in atomic 
dimensions, but large in nuclear dimensions. The differential scattering cross section, in the 
laboratory frame of reference, is given by: 
[da] [zZe2 ] 2 4 ([1 - ((~ )sinB)2]1!2 + cosB)2 df! = 4E sin4 B [1 - ( ( ~ )sinB!2p;2 (2.13) 
where z and Z are the respective atomic numbers of projectile mass m and target mass M, 
and Ethe energy of projectile immmediately before scattering. For m4:..M, the power series 
expansion of equation 2.13 gives 
[da] (zZe2 ) 2 [ . _ 4 (} (m1 ) 2 l df! ~ 4E sin 2 - 2 M 2 + ... (2.14) 
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Our point of interest in the last expression is the dependence of differntial cross section on 
Z 2 , the consequence of which is that elements with high atomic numbers give signals larger 
than those given by light elements, which further elevates the importance of RBS technique 
in that it allows for qualitative analysis of different compositions in thin films. 
2.1.4 Interpretation of the spectrum. 
The three aspects discussed above underpin the rules of analysis of a backscattering spec-
trum. Information about mass of the target atom is extracted from the kinematic factor. 
The heavier the element, the higher the energy of backscattered particles. 
Thus, heavier elements have their energy peaks at channel numbers higher than those of light 
ones. Information about the amount of the element is provided by the differential scattering 
cross section. By comparing the heights of two peaks at a particular depth, the composition 
ratio of two different elements can be approximated from the following equation. 
(2.15) 
Where <J'i is the average differential scattering cross section of element i, na the composition 
nb 
ratio, and Hi the signal height of particular element i. 
The depth and thickness of thin films are obtained as a consequence of energy loss. Atoms 
buried deep in the sample will produce low energy signals, while the same atoms near the 
surface produce high energy signals. The difference in energies can be transformed into layer 
thickness. 
To illustrate the above concepts, a typical backscattering spectrum for Pt-Ge system is dis-
played in Figure 2.4. The spectrum is a simulation of 2 Mev alpha particles, with scattering 
angle () = 165°, and sample' angle </; = 10°. Signals from Pt and Ge are clearly indicated. 
Large peak region at rv450 is due to scattering from Pt atoms in PtGe. Lower energy peak 
at about 330-400 is due to scattering from Ge atoms, and the step at channel rv370 is a 
result of less concentration of Ge atoms in PtGe. The germanide thickness is determined 
from D..EPt· Composition ratio can be determined by equation 2.15 using peak heights Hae 
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Figure 2.4: A typical Backscattering spectrum simulated to show signal heights and compound 
thickness. 
2.2 Marker Technique 
The marker technique had been used to advantage in the analysis of atomic mobility. During 
the process of germanides formation, either metal or germanium atoms (sometimes both), 
can be the diffusing species. In order to determine the moving species during solid state 
reactions, the marker technique is used. The term marker refers to a material deposited in 
the sample to serve as a reference point in monitoring the direction of flow of atoms during 
germanide formation. 
Two types of markers exist, namely inert and isotope markers. A common example of an 
isotope marker is a radioactive silicon. An inert marker can be any element which satisfies 
certain requirements. The use of radioactive marker was not part of the scope of this study, 
only inert marker was used to determine the diffusing species. Early experiments on inert 
markers were carried out as early as 1942 by Kirkendal et al [42]. The technique has since re-
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ceived wide applications in various interdiffusing systems, including the study of thin films. 
The inert marker technique involves the deposition of a relatively thin metallic layer be-
tween any two reacting elements under investigation. After thermal treatment, the RBS 
technique can be used to determine the relative shift in the position of the marker. To avoid 
complications in the interpretation of RBS results, the marker should ideally fulfill certain 
requirements. 
• The inert marker should not partake in the diffusion and neither should it react with 
any of the components at temperatures at which thermal treatment takes place. 
• The introduction of the marker should not influence the diffusion process by becoming 
a diffusion barrier to one or both interdiffusing components, it must introduce neither 
stress nor lattice defects. 
• The marker should be immobile with respect to external reference frame. 
• The marker should be readily identifiable both before and after annealing. 
Like any other experimental analytical tool, the inert marker technique has its own short-
comings. It fails to provide any information about the diffusion mechanism gorverning the 
atomic mobility. It is difficult to tell if the marker took part in the diffusion process or 
influenced the solid phase formation. The possibility that the marker atoms were dragged 
along by the growth interface can never be ruled out with certainty. Despite its limitations, 
the inert marker technique remains one of the most useful techniques in the study of atomic 
mobility. 
Titanium was employed as an inert marker in this study. The succesfull use of titanium as 
an inert marker was reported by Comrie et al [43] in determination of dominant diffusing 
species through an epitaxial Pd2 Si layer during silicide formation. In this study, titanium 
element was preferred because of its signal is well-seperated from both platinum and germa-
nium RBS signals, so that the mobility of atoms can be systematically observed. 
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Figure 2.5 is a schematic representation of the marker movement. After the sample has been 
thermally treated to effect atomic diffusion, a relative shift in the position of the marker 
is observed. 'I_'he direction in which the marker position shifts is in opposite to that of the 
dominant moving species. This state of affairs is clearly shown in Figure 2.5. If the metal is 
M!ker ~ (a}. Germanium Diffusion 
· ~ (b}. Metal Diffusion 
Figure 2.5: Schematic representation of relative shift in the position of the marker. (a) Ger-
manium diffusion. (b) Metal diffusion. 
the dominant diffusing species, it will diffuse through the marker to react with the underlying 
germanium substrate atoms, thereby resulting in the marker position relatively shifting to 
the surface, as shown in Figure 2.5(b ). If on the other hand silicon is the diffusing species, 
the marker will be buried deep in the sample, as shown in Figure 2.5(a). The RBS technique 
is used to analyse the relative shift in the position of the marker. 
2.3 Procedure 
2.3.1 Sample Preparation 
Silicon wafers of approximately 0.5 mm thickness, with an Si02 buffer layer of about 4000 
A, were cleaved into 1 cm2 squares. Before deposition, wafers were ultrasonically cleaned 
with organic solvents to rid their surfaces of impurities. The cleaning process involved 5 
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minutes washing in acetone, 5 minutes in methanol, followed by a rinse in deionised water. 
Immediately before loading into the chamber for deposition, the wafers were etched into 40% 
hydrofluoric acid (HF) solution for 30 seconds to remove some of the native oxide, rinsed 
once more in deionised water and blown dry with nitrogen gas. After cleaning, wafers were 
immediately mounted on aluminium holders and then loaded into the vacuum evaporation 
system. 
2.3.2 Vacuum Evaporation 
The electron beam evaporation was carried out under pressure of the order of 10-7 torr. The 
vacuum system is shown in Figure 2.6. The pumping system is divided into upper and lower 
sections by a baffle valve. The high vacuum was achieved through several stages of vacuum 
pumping. In the upper section, the turbomolecular pump was backed by rotary pump to 
bring the pressure down to the order of 10-6 torr. This stage of the pumping system was 
usually left running overnight. 
In the lower section of the pumping sytem a combination of Ti-sublimation with liquid 
nitrogen cooled cryopanel achieved a finer vacuum in the order of 10-s torr. Prior to evap-
oration, the baffle valve was opened, reducing the total pressure to about 10-7 torr in the 
whole chamber. Evaporation was accomplished by electron beam heating proc.ess. Materials 
to be evaporated were placed in three copper crucibles. The system allowed for the move-
ment of crucibles to appropriate beam position without breaking the vacuum. During the 
evaporation process, deposition rates were monitored by crystal monitor. 
2.3.3 Annealing 
Samples, with thin layers of platinum and germanium, were loaded into the Lindenburg 
quartz tube furnace for vacuum annealing and some were reserved for non-isothermal "dy-
namic RBS ". The pressure in the furnace was always kept better than 5x10-7 torr. 
The system had a total of 7 boats in which samples could be loaded into the furnace without 




- turbo pump 
Figure 2.6: Schematic illustration of high vacuum system used for the electron beam evapo-
ration of thin films. Upper section contains sample holder, thickness monitor and electron 
gun. The baffle valve is closed to ensure that the lower section of the system is maintained 
under vacuum when the system is not in use or during sample changing. 
tube for isothermal treatment at elevated temperatures capable of initiating and promoting 
platinum germanides formation. The temperature settings were chosen in accordance with 
specific experimental requirements, but were generally in the range 200-350°C. 
2.3.4 X-Ray Diffraction 
X-Ray diffraction was used in sample analysis for identification of various growing phases. A 
diffractormeter with Cu tube was used with K 0 radiation of wavelength A= 0.154 nm. During 
X-Ray data collection, the diffractometer operated in the (0-20) geometry. CCMILLER 
computer program was used to identify peaks of prominent intensities. 
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2.3.5 Dynamic RBS 
The use of conventional furnace annealing to analyse reaction kinetics had always posed a 
problem of time and sample to sample variations during data collection. 
To avoid this problem, a more convenient method of thermal treatment was also used, the 
dynamic RBS method. With dynamic RBS method, sample characterisation is achieved by 
doing continuous RBS in situ during thermal annealing. A rough sketch of in situ anneal-






Figure 2. 7: Schematic diagram showing the scattering chamber containing the cylinder used 
as a heating stage during insitu RBS measurements of solid state reactions. 
backscattering of the conventionally annealed samples. The sample is mounted on the front 
surface of the cylindrical copper block which serves as the heating stage. To ensure good 
contact and conductivity, a thin layer of conducting silver paste is used to adhere the sample 
to the copper surface. 
Behind the mounted sample, inside the copper cylinder, the actual heating element is in the 
form of a winding spring. The heating element can be programmed to a temperature of 
interest using a Eurotherm 818 temperature controller, see Figure 2. 7. The K-type thermo-
couple behind the heating element records the temperature inside the copper cylinder. An 
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estimate of sample temperature is obtained from another thermocouple on the front surface 
of the copper cylinder. 
During an experimental run, an RBS spectrum is collected and recorded every 10 seconds. 
Thus during in situ annealing, RBS becomes something akin to a 10 second glance into 
sample reaction, and so the reaction is continuously monitored as it takes place. 
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Chapter 3 
Thin film study of Pt-Ge system 
3.1 Phase Formation 
3.1.1 Experimental conditions 
Following sample cleaning described in section 2.3.1, amorphous germanium thin film of 
about 3000 A was vacuum deposited on oxidised silicon at a rate of about 6-8 A.s-1 and 
pressure of 4 ,...., 5x10-7 torr. Thin film of platinum ( rv500A) was then subsequently deposited 
at a rate of 5 A.s-1 and pressure of about 1 x 10-6 torr. Samples, with configuration 
Si<> /Si02f Ge(3000A)/Pt(500A), were then annealed at temperatures ranging from 200 
to 400°C for annealing times of 10 and 20 minutes. Germanide compound formation and 
composition were monitored by RBS using 2 Me V (a particles) beam. The analysis was 
carried out using RUMP computer program, with an estimated thickness uncertainty of 
10%. 
3.1.2 Results 
Figure 3.1 displays RBS spectra obtained from samples before and after annealing at 250 and 
300°C for annealing periods of 10 and 20 minutes. Heights indicated alongside correspond 
to expected position of platinum "shoulder" for various phases. 
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Figure 3.1: RBS spectra(top) obtained from samples before and after annealing at 250 
and 3000 C for annealing periods of 10 and 20 minutes. RBS results are summarised in 
a schematic diagram below. 
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Figure 3.2: RBS spectra obtained after annealing at 250 and 3000 C for 10 and 20 minutes 
at each temperature. On each spectra, the solid line is a simulation obtained from RUMP 
showing good agreement with actual data. 
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It is clear from the spectrum (Figure 3.1) that at 250°C/10 min, surface platinum is almost 
completely transformed into Pt2Ge. Pt Ge formation is almost complete at 250°C /20 min. 
PtGe2 shoulder (on platinum peak) is quite visible at 300°C/10 minutes, and its formation 
reaction is over at 300°C/20 minutes. 
Composition and thicknesses of phases are corroborated by RUMP simulations, see Fig-
ure 3.2. It is important to note good agreement in phase composition between actual data 
and RUMP simulations without non-congruent phases Pt3Ge2 and Pt2Ge3 • 
X-ray diffraction was also used as a complementary tool in the samples analysis. A 
set of samples were first prepared with thicknesses chosen to "force" the system to form 
non-congruent phases. XRD results obtained from these samples are displayed with their 
corresponding RBS spectra in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. Several lines of high intensities corre-
sponding to different phases were identified and labelled by their Miller indices. 
Having prepared and analysed these samples, they were then used as standards in the XRD 
analysis of samples whose RBS results are displayed in Figure 3.1. [Note that standard 
samples were prepared on Si(lOO), and the rest on Si(lll)]. RBS spectra from Figure 3.1 
are re-displayed side by side with corresponding XRD spectra in Figure 3.5. 
At 250°C/10min, a peak corresponding to Pt2 Ge was identified, see XRD spectra in 
Figure 3.5(a). The intensity of this peak decreased at 250°C/20min. A not so intense PtGe 
peak can be seen at 250° /20min, and its intensity increases at 250°C/20min. This is in 
agreement with the corresponding RBS results and simulations. At 300°C/10min, XRD 
spectra show a combination of PtGe and PtGe2 rather than Pt2Ge3 , see XRD spectra in 
Figure 3.5(b ). 
At 300°C/20min, see Figure 3.5(b), a number of intense PtGe2 peaks were identified and 
also labelled by their Miller indices. With further increase in temperature and time, the 
intensities and positions of these peaks were observed to remain constant, confirming that 
PtGe2 is the last stable phase of the Pt-Ge system. The overall XRD results agree with the 
observation from RBS. There appears no evidence of the presence of non-congruent phases. 
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Figure 3.3: X-ray diffraction spectra displayed side by side with their corresponding backscat-
tering spectra. The spectra were obtained from samples annealed at 25(? C/lhour to form 
Pt3 Ge2 (a) and 30(? C/30min to form PtGe(b). The lines of highest intensities on XRD 
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Figure 3.4: X-ray diffraction spectra displayed side by side with their corresponding backscat-
tering spectra. The spectra were obtained from two samples(with different thicknesses} an-
nealed at the same temperature 3500C/30min to form Pt2 Ge3 (a) and PtGe2 (b). The lines of 
highest intensities on XRD spectra are indicated by their Miller indices. 
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Figure 3.5: X-ray diffraction spectra displayed side by side with their corresponding backscat-
tering spectra. The spectra were obtained from samples annealed at 250 and 30(? C for 10 
and 20 minutes at each temperature. The lines of highest intensities on XRD spectra are 
indicated by their Miller indices. There is no convincing evidence of either Pt3 Ge2 or Pt2 Ge3 
from both XRD and RBS data. 
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thicknesses (500 A and 400 A respectively) in the temperature range 200-275°C for higher 
annealing times of 80 minutes. Figure 3.6 displays backscattering spectra obtained from 
an as deposited sample and samples annealed at temperatures 200, 220, 250 and 275°C, all 
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Figure 3.6: RBS spectra obtained from an as deposited sample and from samples annealed at 
200, 220, 250 and 275° C for higher annealing periods of 80 minutes. 
similar to the ones reported earlier. Pt2 Ge is detected at 200° /80 mm, while the PtGe 
shoulder is evidently prominent at 220°C/80 min. At 250°C/80 min, the presence of PtGe2 
is clearly visible. The PtGe2 formation process is over at 275°C/80 min. No other compounds 
were detected after PtGe2 • X-ray diffraction analysis was not carried out on these samples. 
However, a detailed simulation of the spectra with RUMP, see Appendix A, showed good 
agreement between data and simulation without Pt2Ge3 and PhGe2 phases. 
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3.1.3 Discussion 
The interaction between germanium and platinum thin films can be observed at tempera-
tures as low as 200°C (for annealing periods of 80 minutes). However, when annealing times 
are lowered to 101"V20 minutes, the Pt-Ge interaction is only evident from 250°C. The first 
phase to form is Pt2Ge. It appears from the RBS spectra in both Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.1 
that Pt2Ge lacks a sharp interface, suggesting that it (Pt2Ge) does not grow uniformly in a 
layer-by-layer mode of formation.- [Subsequently it was found that the second phase, PtGe, 
starts growing even before surface platinum is completely consumed, resulting in some short 
period of coexistence of Pt2 Ge and PtGe with unreacted Pt.] PtGe formation then proceeds 
as a result of interaction between Pt2Ge and unreacted germanium atoms. 
The last phase observed is PtGe2 which forms from interaction of PtGe with unreacted ger-
manium. Both PtGe and PtGe2 appear to grow uniformly following a layer-by-layer mode 
of formation. No other compounds were observed after PtGe2 • This agrees with the Pt-Ge 
phase diagram where PtGe2 is predicted as the last phase to form in the Pt-Ge system, see 
Figure 1.3. Phase sequence of the results is also in agreement with prediction by EHF model. 
From both X-ray diffraction spectra and RBS simulations, there appears no convincing evi-
dence of the presence of non-congruent phases, Pt3Ge2 and Pt2Ge3 • 
From these results, it can be inferred that the system under consideration has a tendency to 
skip its non-congruent phases. Apart from the absence of Pt3Ge2 and Pt2Ge3 , the observed 
order of compound formation is consistent with results obtained in previous experiments 
[1, 2, 40], although variation exists in temperatures of formation, see Table 1.4.2. Marshall 
et al [2] reported detecting Pt-Ge interdiffusion at 250°C, with Pt2 Ge as the first phase to 
form. On the other hand, Hsieh and Chen [1] found the same phase (Pt2 Ge) as the first to 
form, but at a lower temperature, 160°C. Grimaldi et al [40] reported in their results that 
there was no evidence of Pt-Ge interdiffusion at temperatures below 250°C, see Table 1.4.2. 
The plausible explanation regarding inconsistency in the formation temperatures might be 
. the presence of impurities, from both native oxide and that incorparated during deposition. 
The cleaning stage of sample preparation becomes more crucial when the expected inter-
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action is between the substrate and deposited thin films, as was the case in these previous 
investigations [1, 2, 40). Impurities such as 0, N and C are reportedly known to impede 
reactions during compound formation, shifting the phase formation temperatures and some-
times forcing the system to skip other phases in the phase diagrams [44, 45). Impurities may 
also explain the presence of non-congruent phases in the previous studies. The absence of 
non-congruent phases in the results of this study can therefore be interpreted as an indication 
of the cleanliness of samples. The Pt/Ge interface in this study was relatively clean in that 
germanium used was amorphous and not single crystalline as in the previous experiments. 
The results obtained in this study are more in agreement with those of Hsie and Chen [1] 
and Marshal et al [2). A pronounced difference exists between the results of Grimaldi et al 
and those obtained in this study in that the former do not report Pt2Ge as the first phase 
to form. 
. 3.2 Growth Kinetics 
3.2.1 Experimental conditions 
To follow Pt-Ge reaction kinetics, thin film diffusion couples were prepared following similar 
procedure described in Section 3.1. Sample characterisation and analysis were accomplished 
by "dynamic RBS'' technique where sample annealing and Rutherford Backscattering are 
performed simultaneously. As mentioned earlier, the advantage of using "dynamic RBS'' 
technique is that all growing phases can be analysed and activation energies calculated from 
one sample, this eliminates the problem of sample to sample variation commonly encoun-
tered in conventional annealing. Another advantage is that RBS spectra are obtained at all 
stages of compound growth. 
Pt2 Ge does not follow a well defined layer-by-layer mode of formation, and therefore kinetic 
analysis could not be done for this compound. The fact that PtGe compound starts to grow 
before Pt is completely consumed made it difficult to get good data for its kinetic analysis. 
Good data was obtained for PtGe2 and a detailed kinetic analysis was only done for this 
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compound. 
To follow PtGe reaction kinetics, a constant temperature in situ anneal was done at 260°C, 
and for PtGe2 kinetics, in situ isothermal anneals were done at four different temperatures in 
the range 310-335 °C. At all temperatures, the in situ annealing process was left to proceed 
until complete formation of the desired phase. 
Prior to activation energy analysis, it is necessary to determine the specific process govern-
ing compound growth. RBS data obtained from isothermal anneals can be manipulated to 
determine if the compound growth is diffusion or reaction limited. The constant temper-
ature anneals were therefore a prelude to activation energy (Ea) analysis. From the same 
set of samples, an alternative method of kinetic analysis was used. The ramping method, 
I 
as described in section 1.4, involves ramping over a specific temperature range where the 
compound of interest is known to form. For this set of experiment, the temperature was 
ramped from 240 to 350°C at a rate of 1°C/min, during which time both PtGe and PtGe2 
growth were observed. 
Collected RBS spectra were fitted using RUMP program to obtain an estimate of compound 
thickness. The uncertainty in RUMP simulations was estimated to about 10%. Presented 
below are the growth kinetics results of PtGe and PtGe2 obtained from constant temperature 
in situ anneals and from temperature ramping. 
3.2.2 Results 
Figure 3. 7 displays three dimensional (3D) plots of RBS spectra captured during in situ 
annealing of one sample at two different constant temperatures. The sample was first an-
nealed (in situ) at 260° C to grow Pt Ge phase, see Figure 3. 7 (top). After Pt Ge formation 
was complete, sample temperature was increased to 320°C to grow PtGe2 phase, see Fig-
ure 3.7 (bottom). Thus, RBS spectrum at 140 minutes on the top figure is essentially the 
same as the 0 minute spectrum at the bottom figure, see Figure 3.7. The spectra were all 
captured in two minutes interval. A curve can be clearly traced on both plots on the Pt 
signal, though it is more evidently clear during PtGe2 growth. 
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To determine the kinetics of PtGe formation, the square of compound thickness (in units of 
atomic concentration) was plotted as a function of annealing time at constant temperature 
260°C, see Figure 3.8 (left). On the same figure (right), the thickness of the compound is 
also plotted against annealing time, with error bars estimated from uncertaity in thickness 
simulations. It is clear from the two plots that the best fit is obtained with the parabolic 






Figure 3. 7: RBS spectra collected from one sample annealed in situ at two different constant 
temperatures, 260 and 32if C. PtGe was first grown at 26if C (top). After complete formation 
of PtGe, the sample temperature was increased to 3200C to grow PtGe2 (bottom). Thus the 
spectrum at 140 min from the top figure is essentially the same as the one at 0 min from the 
1 bottom. The t2 nature of the growth is more evidently clear during PtGe2 growth. 
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Figure 3.8: The kinetics of formation of PtGe at 2600 C. The thickness is expressed in total 
atoms(Pt+Ge) per unit area. The two plots display the same data. The best fit is more in 
agreement with the x 2 vs t data, suggesting that PtGe formation process is diffusion limited. 
In Figure 3.9, the squares of PtGe2 thicknesses are plotted against annealing time at 
each constant temperature in the range 310-335°C. It is clear from the plots, that the PtGe2 
formation process also follows a square root of time law, indicative of a diffusion limited 
growth process. The plots do not go through the origin because of time delay when the 
system is still passing through initial phases before it starts growing PtGe2 • Following 
Equation 1.5, growth rates from different plots in Figure 3.9 are plotted against 1/T in the 
Arrhenius plot in Figure 3.10. The activation energy is found to be about 1.9 ± 0.1 eV. 
Figure 3.11 displays results for the same phases PtGe (a) and PtGe2 (b), obtained by 
temperature ramping from 240 to 350°C at a rate of 1°C/min. Using equation 1.8, ln(x2 /T2) 
is plotted against 1/T on a so called Kissinger plot, and an estimate of activation energy is 
obtained from the slope. The activation energies determined from Kissinger plots are 1.52 
± 0.02 and 2.5 ± 0.2 eV for PtGe and PtGe2 respectively, see Figure 3.11. Uncertainties in 




























Figure 3.9: Plots of x 2 vs t showing parabolic growth of PtGe2 at 310, 320, 327 and 335° C. 
The thickness is expressed in total atoms(Pt+Ge) per unit area. The straight lines are 
indicative of a diffusion limited process. 
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Figure 3.10: Arrhenius plot, ln(x2 /t) vs 1000/T, showing temperature dependence of PtGe2 
diffusion rate, yielding an average activation energy of 1.9 ± 0.1 e V. The interdiffusion 
coefficients are slopes obtained from plots in Figure 3.8 
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Figure 3.11: Kissinger plot for PtGe(a) and PtGe2(b) formation obtained from temperature 
ramping in the range 240-3500C at a ramp rate p = 1°C/min. The activation energies for 
PtGe and PtGe2 are 1.52 ± 0.02 e V and 2.5 ± 0.2 e V respectively. 
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3.2.3 Discussion 
It has been observed from dynamic isothermal anneal measurements that the growth kinetics 
of PtGe and PtGe2 compounds follow a diffusion limited process, where diffusion across 
growing film is the rate limiting step. The first phase, Pt2Ge, was found not to obey a 
layer-by-layer growth process. This, and the fact that PtGe started growing before Pt2Ge 
formation was over, made it difficult to investigate Pt2Ge growth kinetics. 
From isothermal anneal measurements, PtGe2 activation energy (Ea) was calculated and 
found to be 1.9 ± 0.1 eV. Similar calculations could not be done for PtGe since only one 
isothermal anneal was done for this compound. Using the method of temperature ramping 
in the range 240-350°C at a rate 1°C/min, activation energies of of both PtGe and PtGe2 
were calculated and found to be 1.52 ± 0.02 and 2.5 ± 0.2 eV respectively. Only for PtGe2 
compound were activation energy measurements and calculations repeated several times. 
The results summarised in Table 3.1 show how (PtGe2) activation energy values varied from 
sample to sample. The samples yield an average (PtGe2) activation energy of 2.3 ± 0.1 eV. 
A considerable difference exists between two activation energies (for PtGe2) obtained using 
two different methods. No plausible explanation was found to account for this difference. 
ACTIVATION ENERGIES(PtGe2) 
Sample Ramp rate °C/min Ea(eV) 
Cl 1.0 2.5 (± 0.1) 
C3 1.0 2.5 (± 0.2) 
C4 1.0 2.1 (± 0.1) 
BlO 1.7 2.2(± 0.1) 
Table 3.1: Table showing sample to sample variation in PtGe2 activation energy. 
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3.3 Dominant Moving Species 
3.3.1 Introduction 
This experiment investigates the dominant moving species (DMS) during the formation of 
Pt2Ge, PtGe and PtGe2. An inert marker technique is used to monitor the atomic mobility 
during compound formation. In the previous Pt/Ge investigation, Marshal et al [2) used 
molybdenum (Mo) as an inert marker to determine the moving species during the formation 
of Pt2Ge. A thin layer of Ti(12A) is used as an inert marker in this experiment. Sand-
wiched between Pt and Ge layers, Ti produces a signal quite distinctive from platinum and 
germanium signals on RBS spectrum. The system gets complicated when platinum is on 
the surface in that platinum atoms shift germanium signal to lower energy channels, and Ti 
signal is subsequently over-shadowed in germanium signal. In order to separate the marker 
from Ge signal, Ge thin film was deposited on top of Pt thin film with Ti sandwiched in the 
middle. 
To test the inertness of the marker, a preliminary investigation was done, wit~ a thin film 
of Ti( rvlOOOA) deposited on oxidised silicon substrate, followed by rvlOOOA layer of germa-
nium. Prepared samples were then annealed in vacuum furnace at temperatures in the range 
250-700°C for various periods. RBS results obtained from this experiment are displayed in 
Figure 3.12. It is clear from the displayed spectra that there was no evident interaction 
between Ti and Ge in the temperature range 250-400°C. These findings are in agreement 
with those of Thomas et al (46, 4 7] who reported the first phase, Ti6 Ge, at temperatures in 
the vicinity of 500°C. 
The last stable phase of Pt-Ge system, PtGe2, was found in this study to form at temper-
atures around 300°C, which is far below 500°C, where Ti starts interacting with Ge. One 
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Figure 3.12: Backscattering spectra from Ti-Ge samples annealed in the temperature range 
300-5000 C. The results clearly show no interaction between Ti and Ge at temperatures as 
high as 4000 C. It is also evident that Ti-Ge interaction only starts at temperatures around 
5000C. 
3.3.2 Dominant Moving Species during Pt2Ge Formation 
To determine the DMS during Pt2 Ge formation, samples of configuration Si<> /Si02 
/Pt(320at/cm2)/Ti(12A)/ Ge(665at/cm2 ) were prepared in high vacuum electron gun evap-
orator, following procedures outlined in Section 2.3.1, and annealed at 250°C for various 
periods. 
Figure 3.13 displays backscattering spedrum from an as deposited sample together with 
that of a sample annealed at 250°C/10 min in order to show the relative shift of Ti signal. 
It is clear from the spectrum that the Ti signal had shifted to lower energy, from chan-
nel 337 to 331, suggesting that platinum is the dominant diffusing species during Pt2Ge 
growth. To determine the amount of material that has diffused past the marker, the an-
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Figure 3.13: RBS spectrum from an as deposited sample(rvl500A Ge on rv500A with a thin 
layer of Ti(rvl2A) between Ge and Pt) and from a sample annealed at 25000/10 min showing 
atomic mobility during Pt2 Ge formation. The relative shift of the Ti marker signal to the 
lower energy is clearly visible. 
nealed spectrum was simulated with RUMP. The agreement between measured and RUMP 
simulated spectrum is shown in Figure 3.14. It is clear from the simulated thicknesses, see 
Figure 3.14, that platinum atoms had migrated from below the marker to interact with 
germanium atoms above the marker, forming Pt2Ge phase in the process. The simulation 
also shows a measurable presence of PtGe(215at/cm2 ) above the marker, between Pt2 Ge 
and unreacted germanium, refer to a much neater sketch in Figure 3.15 summarising the 
results. The presence of PtGe(215at/cm2 ) between Pt2 Ge and unreacted germanium could 
only be a result of interaction between Pt2 Ge (above the marker) and surface germanium 
atoms. The formation of PtGe from Pt2Ge can come about as a result of one of the two 
possible mechanisms. Pt2Ge may dissociate into PtGe through the mechanism Pt2 Ge ~ 
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PtGe +Pt, or Pt2Ge can interact with unreacted germanium atoms through the mechanism 
Pt2Ge +Ge~ 2PtGe. If the PtGe in our results was to have formed from Pt2Ge below the 
marker, either of the above mechanisms would still have left PtGe below the marker. From 
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Figure 3.14: RBS spectrum from a sample annealed at 25(!' /10 min. Simulation suggests 
platinum as the dominant diffusing species during Pt2 Ge formation. Thicknesses are given in 
units of 1015 at/ cm2 . The region with Ti signal has been blown up on to show the agreement 
on marker position between actual data and RUMP simulation. 
the results obtained, see Figure 3.14, there is no evident presence of PtGe below the marker, 
and therefore the PtGe above the marker could only be a result of interaction between Pt2Ge 
above the marker and surface germanium atoms, through one of the two possible mecha-
nisms. This, of course, says nothing about the moving species during PtGe formation, but 
it does, however, suggests that platinum atoms in PtGe do not come from Pt2Ge below 
the marker. It is therefore safe to infer that all platinum atoms above the marker, in both 
Pt2Ge and PtGe, diffused past the Ti marker only during Pt2Ge formation, and therefore 
the observed marker movement is not a consequence of PtGe but Pt2Ge format!on. The 
presence of Pt2Ge below the marker suggests that some germanium atoms also diffused from 
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above the marker during Pt2Ge formation. The atomic diffusion ratio was calculated and 
found to be 4:1, Pt:Ge. See Appendix B for a brief but detailed calculation. 
It is concluded from the results of this experiment, that platinum atoms are the dominant 
diffusing species during Pt2 Ge formation. The results are in good agreement with the ones 
obtained by Marshal et al [2] who used molybdenum to_ determine the moving species during 
Pt2 Ge formation. The fact that platinum was found to be the dominant diffusing species us-
ing two different markers lends credibility to the results. Figure 3.15 summarises the overall 
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Figure 3.15: Schematic representation illustrating relative marker movement during Pt2 Ge 
formation. Dominant diffusing species is determined from amounts of Pt2 Ge and PtGe 
above and below the marker. Pt is found to be the dominant diffusing species during Pt2 Ge 
formation. Thicknesses are in units of 1015atm/ cm2 • 
3.3.3 Dominant Moving Species during PtGe Formation. 
Due to the marker results obtained during the formation of the first phase, Pt2Ge, Ti marker 
was subsequently rendered "useless" in monitoring the direction of atomic mobility during 
2nd and 3rd phase formations. The marker had been shifted back during first phase formation 
process, and therefore the 2nd and 3rd phase formation processes took place in front of the 
marker. At this stage the Ti marker was no longer a marker. Sample configuration therefore 
had to be altered. 
To determine the diffusing species during PtGe formation, samples of configuration Si<> /Si02 
/Pt(240at/cm2 )/Ge(120at/cm2)/Ti(12A)/Ge(370at/cm2 ) (the given thicknesses are nominal 
at this stage) were prepared so that the system could be forced to form the first phase below 
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the marker without atoms diffusing past the marker, see the ideal sketch in Figure 3.16. 
Upon further annealing, the marker would then start to monitor the direction of atomic 
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Figure 3.16: Schematic representation of a sample prepared and annealed to form Pt2 Ge 
without atoms diffusing past the Ti marker. Upon further annealing, Ti marker will start 
to monitor the direction of atomic mobility during the formation of PtGe. The nominal 
thicknesses are given in units of 1015 atm/ cm2 • 
The RBS spectrum obtained from an as deposited sample showed that germamum 
below the marker turned out to be slightly more than required to completely consume 
240x 1015at/cm2 of platinum during Pt2Ge formation. The simulation measured 135x 1015at/cm2 
of Ge, and the ideal should have been 120x1015at/cm2. Figure 3.17 displays with simulation 
a backscattering spectrum obtained from a sample annealed at 250°C/80 min. 
A surprising feature from the simulation is the distinctive presence of Pt3 Ge2 , a phase which 
has not been detected in the earlier investigation of this study when samples were prepared 
without Ti marker interposed at the platinum/germanium interface. Pt3Ge2 phase is a 
non-congruent phase situated between Pt2Ge and PtGe on the Pt-Ge phase diagram, see 
Figure 1.3. It would then appear that after the formation of Pt2 Ge, the Ti marker prohibited 
the formation of PtGe from Pt2Ge, and in the process stimulated the system to form Pt3 Ge2 • 
However, it is clear from the RBS simulation, see Figure 3.17, that small amounts of 
PtGe are already present, both above and below the marker. It is also interesting to note 
that the total number of germanium atoms above the marker is still the same as that from 
an as deposited sample, suggesting that germanium atoms had not migrated from above the 
marker to below, and neither have they diffused from below to above the marker. 
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The only plausible explanation is that platinum atoms diffused from below the marker to 
interact with germanium atoms above the marker, and in the process, they (Pt atoms) leave 
Pt Ge below, and form Pt Ge above the marker. If platinum is the sole diffusing species during 
the formation of PtGe phase, and the simulation in Figure 3.17 suggests it is, then one would 
expect the total number of germanium atoms above the marker to remain conserved as PtGe 
grows above and below the marker. 
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Figure 3.17: RBS spectra from a sample annealed at 25(rC/80 min. The total number of 
germanium atoms(rv370) above the marker suggest that platinum is the sole diffusing species 
during PtGe formation. Thicknesses are given in units of 1015 at/cm2 • The region with Ti 
signal has been blown up to show the agreement on marker position between actual data and 
RUMP simulation. 
The spectra displayed in Figure 3.18 reflects this state of affairs. An attempt to anneal 
for times longer 80 minutes at 250°C proved futile in that the system started growing PtGe2 • 
The spectra in Figure 3.18 was obtained from a sample annealed at 280°C/40min. It is clear 
from the simulation that the total number of germanium atoms above the marker is still the 
same as that from an as deposited sample, and that PtGe had grown thicker both above and 
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Figure 3.18: RBS spectra from a sample annealed at 28(f'C/40 min. The total number of 
germanium atoms(·v370) above the marker suggest that platinum is the sole diffusing species 
during PtGe formation. Thicknesses are given in units of 1015 at/cm2 • The region with Ti 
signal has been blown up on the bottom spectrum to show the agreement on marker position 
between actual data and RUMP simulation. 
below the marker. It therefore appears from these results that platinum is the sole diffusing 
species during the formation of PtGe phase. It must also be pointed out that the PtGe 
growth below the marker in this case came as a result of Pt3 Ge2 decomposition and not 
from Pt2 Ge as is generally the case in the absence of the marker. If there is any limitation 
to the validity of the PtGe marker results, it is that the results are based on relatively small 
amount of PtGe growth, resulting in slight shift in marker position. The PtGe marker results 
are therefore not as authentic as those of Pt2Ge phase. 
3.3.4 Dominant Moving Species during PtGe2 Formation. 
To determine the diffusing species during PtGe2 formation, techniques similar to the ones 
described in the preceding experiments were applied to prepare samples of the following 
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configuration: 
Si<>/Si02/Pt(185at/cm2)/ Ge(185at/cm2)/Ti(12A)/Ge(185at/cm2). The nominal thick-
n~sses are such that Ti marker will only start monitoring the direction of atomic flux during 
PtGe2 formation. PtGe is expected to form below the marker without displacing the marker 
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Figure 3.19: Schematic representation of a sample prepared and annealed to form PtGe 
without atoms diffusing past the Ti marker. Upon further annealing, Ti marker will monitor 
the direction of atomic mobility during the formation of PtGe2 • The nominal thicknesses are 
given in units of 1015 at/cm2 • 
RBS spectrum from an as deposited sample is displayed with its simulation in Figure 3.20. 
It must be noted from the simulation that surface germanium turned out less thick than was 
expected to drive the system to PtGe2 phase completely, it is about 145x1015at/cm2 when it 
should have been 185x1015at/cm2 • However, valuable information could still be extracted. 
Figure 3.21 displays a spectrum from a sample annealed at 260°C/40 min. The simulation 
clearly shows that the system behaved as expected, PtGe phase had formed below the marker, 
the total thickness of which is 370x1015 at/ cm2 • It is also interesting to note that the marker 
position remained the same as that of an as deposited sample( channel "'364:5), and so is 
germanium thickness on the surface. 
Figure 3.22 shows an RBS spectrum from a sample annealed at 300°C/50 min. It can be 
seen from the simulation that PtGe2 phase had grown above and below the marker. Only 
110x1015at/cm2 PtGe2 is above the marker, i.e 73x1015at/cm2 germanium atoms/cm2 had 
remained above the marker, the rest ("'70x1015 ) have diffused past the marker to form 
PtGe2 and PhGe3 below the marker. [Note that the non-congruent phase, Pt2 Ge3 was also 
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not observed in the earlier experiment without the marker]. On the other hand, there are 
now about 37 platinum (one third of 110) atoms/cm2 above the marker. As was the case in 
the second phase (PtGe), the observed PtGe2 growth seems very limited, resulting with only 
a slight shift of the marker position. The overall PtGe2 results suggest that germanium is 
the dominant diffusing species during the formation of PtGe2 phase, with the ratio of about 
2:1, i.e 73(Ge):37(Pt). 
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Figure 3.20: RBS spectrum from an as deposited sample. A thin layer of Ti{12A) between 
two germanium layers serves as an inert marker to monitor atomic mobility during PtGe2 
formation. The region with Ti signal has been blown up to show the agreement on marker 
position between actual data and RUMP simulation. 
3.3.5 Discussion 
By observing the movement of Ti marker, the direction of atomic mobility was monitored 
during the formation of three germanide phases of platinum. During Pt2 Ge formation, 
platinum atoms were found to be the dominant diffusing species with an estimated ratio of 
4:1. The formation of PtGe phase was found to occur solely by platinum diffusion. The 
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Figure 3.21: RBS spectra from a sample annealed at 2600 C/40 min. The simulation shows 
that PtGe phase had formed completely behind the marker. The marker position is still the 
same as that of the an as deposited sample, and so is surf ace germanium thickness. The 
marker would then start to monitor atomic mobility during PtGea formation. 
last germanide of platinum, PtGe2 , was found to form through the mechanism in which 
germanium is the dominant diffusing species, with an estimated ratio of 2:1. 
The observation of platinum as the dominant diffusing species during Pt2 Ge formation is 
consistent with previous findings in which Marshal et al Marshal:l used a different marker 
(molybdenum) and arrived at similar conclusion. In their experiment, Marshal et al also 
noted that the behaviour of several germanide systems exhibited a one-to-one correspondence 
with Metal/Silicon systems. The dominant diffusing species during the formation of Pt2 Si 
were investigated by Tu [48] and Poate et al [49] who both observed Pt as the dominant 
species. It is interesting to note that the similarity in behaviour of germanides and silicides, 
as observed by Marshal et al Marshal:l, also exists in dominant diffusing species during first 
phase formation of germanide and silicide of platinum, Pt2 Ge and Pt2Si respectively. 
Tu and Mayer [50] also observed that for Metal/Silicon systems, metal atoms tend to be 
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Figure 3.22: RBS spectra from a sample annealed at 3000 C/50 min. The simulation shows 
that PtGe2 phase had formed below and above the marker. Thicknesses are given in units of 
1015 at/cm2 • The total number of germanium atoms above the marker suggest that germanium 
is the dominant diffusing species. 
the dominant diffusants during the formation of metal rich silicides (M2Si) while silicon 
atoms become the dominant diffusing species during the formation of disilicides (MSi2 ). The 
overall results obtained in this study are consistent with this picture, which further affirms 
the germanide-silicide similarity suggested by Marshal et al [2]. 
In the two experiments designed to investigate the DMS during PtGe and PtGe2 forma-
tion, the presence of Ti marker stimulated the formation of non-congruent phases, Pt3Ge2 
and Pt2Ge3 (respectively). This can be taken as basis to speculate that Ti acted as a barrier 
after the formation of precursor phases. Compared to Pt2 Ge, both PtGe and PtGe2 were 
limited in their growth. The results of the two phases (PtGe and PtGe2 ) are therefore not 
as conclusive as those of Pt2 Ge. Further confirmation is clearly required on the dominant 
diffusing species during PtGe and PtGe2 formation. 
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Chapter 4 
Lateral Diffusion in Pt-Ge system 
4.1 Introduction 
Lateral diffusion couples of both Pt and Ge islands on Ge and Pt thin films were prepared 
respectively using conventional electron gun evaporation. For one set of samples, Pt( rv330A) 
thin film was deposited on Si02 buffered silicon substrate. Si mask was then brought into 
close contact with the substrate without breaking the vacuum, and Ge( rvl350A) was then 
evaporated through 780µmx390µm rectangular windows in the Si mask, so that Ge islands 
were formed on top of Pt thin film, see Figure 4.l(a). 
A similar procedure was followed to prepare Pt(rvl500A) islands on Ge(rv400A )thin film, 
see Figure 4.l(b ). The layer thickness for Ge island samples was specifically designed to 
result in atomic ratio of Ge to Pt larger than the most Ge rich phase in Pt-Ge system, viz 
PtGe2 , so as to allow for sufficient number of unreacted germanium atoms to diffuse laterally 
out into the surrounding thin film. By the same token, the atomic ratio of Pt to Ge, for Pt 
island samples, was designed to be larger than the most Pt rich phase of Pt-Ge system, viz 
Ph Ge. 
Both evaporations were sequentially carried out in the evaporation chamber without breaking 
the vacuum. After evaporation, samples were annealed in a vacuum furnace at 500°C for 





Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram showing the side view of the specimens prepared and exam-
ined in this study. (a) Germanium island on platinum thin film, (b) Platinum Island on 
germanium thin film. 
RBS using Microprobe scanning of selected reacted zones with a 2 MeV a beam focussed 
down to "'1 µm. Results obtained are presented below. 
4.2 SEM Results 
The observed lateral diffusion was very limited on samples of Pt island on Ge thin film 
configuration. For this set of samples, only a few SEM micrographs shall be presented to 
show the initial processes that took place. It was on samples of Ge islands on Pt thin films 
that lateral diffusion was observed on a large scale. 
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4.2.1 Pt islands on Ge thin Film 
SEM results obtained from Pt islands samples are shown in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3. The 
micrograph in Figure 4.2 was obtained from an "as deposited" sample. The surrounding 
Ge thin film appears dark, and the Pt island appears bright . The edges of Pt islands are 
relatively sharp, showing no signs of Pt-Ge mixture, see Figure 4.2. 
Figure 4.2: Scanning Electron Micrograph from an as deposited sample with Pt island{1500A) 
on Ge{400A) thin film. The image was recorded using backscattered electrons 
The micrographs in Figure 4.3 were obtained from samples annealed at 500° C /30min( top) 
and 500°C/180min(bottom) . On both micrographs in Figure 4.3, a "white line" appears at 
the island edge, followed by a "greyish" area inside the island. 
A comparison of top and bottom micrographs reveals that the lateral extent of the greyish 
region inside the island proceeds only to a certain point and stops. The lateral distance of 
the greyish region is about 4.5 µm on both top and bottom micrograph despite the fact that 
the two specimen were respectively annealed at 500°0 for 30 and 180min. 
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Figure 4.3: Scanning Electron Micrographs obtained from samples of Pt island{1500AJ on 
Ge{400A) thin film annealed at 5000 C/30min{top) and 5000C/180min{bottom). Both images 
were recorded using backscattered electrons. 
It can therefore be inferred that the reaction resulting in the greyish region was stopped 
at a certain point . An observation like this is usually a result of high inward mobility of atoms 
from thin film into the "source" region which consequently forms a thin diffusion region and 
ultimately a crack between thin film and island region [51]. It therefore appears that after 
the underlying germanium atoms were consumed in the source region, there was a lateral flux 
of Ge atoms into the source region which resulted in a crack between the island boundary 
and the thin film, hence the reaction could not proceed. The "bridge" between surrounding 
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thin film and the island had been ~'broken". Micro-probe RBS was not performed on these 
samples. 
4.2.2 Ge islands on Pt thin film 
SEM micrograph, from backscattered electrons, displaying an as 1prepared state of Ge island 
. . 
/Pt thin film lateral diffusion couple is shown in Figure 4.4. The dark region represents bare 
Pt( "'330A) thin film, and the bright region represents Ge island( "'1350A). The edges of Ge 
islands appear relatively sharp, with no indication of phase formation. 
Figure 4.4: Scanning Electron Micrograph obtained from an as prepared sample with Ge 
island{1350A) on Pt{330A) thin film. The. bright. region represents the Ge island and the 
dark the Pt thin film. The image was recorded using backscattered electrons. 
Wheri samples were annealed at 500°C for 30, 90 and 180 minutes, SEM results revealed 
a series of distinct regions both inside and outside the source region. Depletion of Ge atoms 
from the source region was strikingly clear. The samples were all. analysed using the same 
procedure. ~ detailed description of reacted samples is therefore only given for a sample 
annealed at 500°C/90min. ·The results from two other samples are displayed without further 
interpretation. 
The lateral extent of diffusion zones for a sample annealed at 500°C/90min is displayed in 
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the scanning electron micrograph(backscattered electrons) in Figure 4.5. 
Figure 4.5: Scanning Electron Micrographs obtained from a sample of Ge island("' 1350AJ 
on Pt(330A) thin film annealed at 50(!' C/90min . The bottom image is the enlarged end of 
the top one. Region E is the Pt thin film and A is the Ge source. Regions B, C and D are 
mixtures of Pt and Ge . Both images were recorded from backscattered electrons . 
The bottom image is the enlarged end of the top one. A total of 5 regions numbered from 
A to E appear distinct on the electron micrographs. On the top micrograph, the original 
source region is clearly indicated by a visible white line separating regions C and D. With 
the exception of thin film and source regions, i.e. E and A, there are 3 distinct regions, 2 
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inside (B and C) and one (D) outside the original island. Furthermore, the outside region 
(D) appears relatively different from regions inside the island, in both brightness and tex-
ture, see Figure 4.5(bottom). The appearance of dark patches is a common feature between 
regions Band C. However, a closer look reveals that the dark patches are more evenly spaced 
in B and more congested in C. Such dark patches are absent in region D, instead region D 
is textured in a dendroid form, suggesting a formation mechanism quite different from the 
ones at play in regions B and C. The texture in region D is further confirmation that Ge 
atoms are being depleted from the source and are diffusing into the surrounding film. An 
interesting feature can be seen on the periphery of the island corners, region D is limited in 
growth at these areas. This might be an indication that as germanium atoms migrate from 
the source, they diffuse in all directions, tracing a kind of "cone shape on the horizontal 
plane". The area supported by the corner of the island is therefore relatively large, and 
continues to be enlarged as the source shrinks in, resulting in limited growth on the island 
corners. This hypothesis is further supported by the V-shaped dendroids in region D. 
The bottom micrograph further shows a thin dark region at the interface between the sur-
rounding Pt thin film (E) and Pt germanide film (D). Also note that the boundary line 
(between C and D) appears brighter than all regions. Using backscattered electrons, the 
intensity of the region will be a consequence of either thickness, or density of the compound 
or element in that region. The two possibilities cannot be clearly resolved with SEM. 
The micrographs corresponding to two other samples (500°C/30 and 180min) both bear sim-
ilar features as the ones observed in Figure 4.5, differing only in the extent of their growth. 
SEM results from these two other samples are therefore displayed without further interpre-
tation in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7. 
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Figure 4.6: Scanning Electron Micrographs obtained from a sample of Ge island(-..., 1350A) 
on Pt(330A) thin film annealed at 50rf C/30min. Region Eis the Pt thin film and A is the 
Ge source. The bottom image is the magnified end of the top one. Both images were recorded 
from backscattered electrons. 
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Figure 4.7: Scanning Electron Micrographs obtained from a sample of Ge island(rvl350A) 
on Pt(330A) thin film annealed at 50D°C/180min. Region Eis the Pt thin film and A is the 
Ge source. The bottom image is the magnified end of the top one. Both images were recorded 
from backscattered electrons. 
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4.3 Microprobe Results 
A technique which has been termed µRBS was recently introduced at the National Accel-
erator Center (NAC) in the nuclear microprobe facility [52]. In this technique, a beam of 
o: particles is focussed down to rvl µm and scanned across a well defined selected area on 
a specimen. A typical area of 128µm x 128µm is covered on a specimen and scanned in one 
experimental run. Backscattered particles are detected using an annular detector at a scat-
tering angle of 176°. The energy of each detected particle is recorded, along with the position 
of the beam at that moment. At a subsequent time, this list of data is analysed, enabling the 
determination of an RBS spectrum emanating from any specific point. To optimally exploit 
beam position without losing out on RBS statistics, points along a vertical or horizontal line 
can be grouped together, giving an RBS spectrum at any specific distance from the original 
island edge. In this way, sets of spectra can be obtained which reflect both thickness and 
composition data as a function of lateral diffusion distance. 
In the analysis of lateral diffusion samples, µRBS technique evidently suggests itself as a 
preferable analytical tool. 
In this study, µRBS was done on samples of Ge islands on Pt thin film. 
4.3.1 Ge islands on Pt thin film 
To perform µRBS on the samples, a window of area 128µm x 128µm was set to include all 
types of regions observed on SEM micrographs, i.e Pt thin film and part of Ge island on an 
as prepared sample, and Pt thin film+ all reacted zones (A-E) on annealed samples. 
A micro-beam(rvlµm) of o: particles was scanned across this area, generating RBS spectra 
as a function of beam position. Each RBS spectrum was averaged from a "slice" of area 
lµm x 128µm in order to' i:mprove RBS .statistics. 
Two RBS spectra selected from an as deposited sample are displayed in Figure 4.8(top). 
The displayed spectra correspond to two different regions of the specimen, on the Ge island, 
see Figure 4.8(a), and on Pt thin film, see Figure 4.8(b). From RBS spectra, both Pt and 
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Ge peaks were then separately integrated to get their respective yields at different beam 
positions. On the bottom part of the same figure (Figure 4.8), a total number of both Pt 
and Ge counts obtained from RBS spectra is plotted as a function of beam position. Note 
that around 60µm, germanium counts drop rapidly, confirming the relatively sharp Ge edge 
observed on SEM micrograph, refer to Figure 4.4 for the corresponding SEM micrograph. 
The interesting feature in Pt data is a slight drop in Pt counts in the region outside the 
island, i.e. where platinum is not covered with Ge island. The drop in platinum counts in 
this region is not a result of variation in Pt concentration, but a consequence of the inverse 
proportionality between differential scattering cross section and energy of backscattered par-
ticles, i.e ~~ ex: i 2 (21]. Particles backscattered from underneath the island already had lower 
incoming energy as a result of energy loss along their inward path. The differential scattering 
cross section for Pt atom is therefore high in the Ge source region than it is in the Pt thin 
film region. 
RBS results obtained from a sample annealed at 500°C/90min are displayed in Figure 4.9 
(a) and (b). The RBS spectra were collected from different regions observed with SEM in 
Figure 4.5. Using RUMP program, both platinum and germanium peaks were integrated 
and their yield plotted as a function of beam position in Figure 4.9(c). The platinum data 
in Figure 4. 9( c) reveals some interesting features. The vertical line, drawn at rv76µm cor-
responds to the original interface between Ge island and the surrounding Pt thin film. For 
simplification, this line will be referred to as the interface line. Platinum yield remains rel-
atively constant in the region left of the interface line, while germanium yield drops thrice 
across the same region, at 39, 59 and rv75µm. 
The fact that germanium yield drops thrice in the same region where platinum yield is 
constant suggests a variation in compound composition. A sharp peak on the interface line 
is also notable on platinum data. Around lllµm, a well pronounced platinum dip suggests 
that platinum was "sucked" during the formation of the compound in the region labelled 
D, see Figure 4.9(c). It can therefore be inferred that as the compound in region D grows 
laterally out, it "feeds" on the lateral movement of both germanium (from the source region) 
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Figure 4.8: Two RBS spectra(top}, (a} and (b), obtained from an as prepared lateral diffusion 
couple of Ge island(rv1360A} on Pt thin film(rv330AJ. The spectra are displayed with their 
RUMP simulation to show good agreement with collected data. At the bottom is a plot of Pt 
and Ge integrated counts from RBS peaks across Ge island and Pt thin film regions. 
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Figure 4.9: RBS spectra1 (a) and (b) 1 obtained from lateral diffusion couple of Ge 
island(rv1360A) on Pt thin film(rv330A) annealed at 50D°C/90min. The spectra are dis-
played in the sequence ranging from the innermost region( A) to the outermost one(E). The 
numbering of regions corresponds to that used in the SEM micrographs. Both Pt and Ge peaks 
were integrated and their counts plotted against beam position in (c). Four different regions 
are clearly in their decreasing order of germanium content. The vertical line corresponds to 
the original interface between Ge island and the surrounding Pt thin film. 
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and platinum atoms from the surrounding thin film. 
Using platinum and germanium number of counts in Figure 4.9(c), compound composition 
was calculated at different reacted zones. Figure 4.10( a) is a composition profile, normalised 
for platinum (PtGex) across the reacted regions. The plot shows different compositions at 
different regions. The composition in regions B, C and D were found to correspond to PtGe2 , 
Pt3Ge2 and PtGe respectively. While region E remained unreacted platinum, it was found 
that region A composed of both PtGe2 and unreacted Ge. 
A plot of thickness versus position displayed in Figure 4. lO(b) shows that thickness is fairly 
uniform on Ge+PtGe2 region(A), the PtGe2 region(B) is also fairly uniform, while Pt2Ge3 
and Pt Ge regions ( C and D) are not as uniform. Pt Ge region is more thicker around 95-
105µm, but drops rapidly around llOµm, a position corresponding to the platinum dip 
observed in Figure 4.9(c). 
Around the original interface line( rv75µm ), Pt Ge also appears thicker, this thickness is more 
prominent on plots corresponding to samples annealed at 500°C/30 and 180minutes which 
are displayed later. A quick glance back at the SEM micrograph in Figure 4.5 will therefore 
suggest that the white line on the micrograph was not a result of a different compound, but 
thickness of PtGe compound. PtGe region therefore starts thicker at the original interface 
line and spreads out all the way to its interface with the surrounding Pt thin film. The 
region where PtGe interfaces with the surrounding thin film (rvllO-lllµm) is thinner, but 
still of composition Pt Ge, see Figure 4. lO(b). The position of this narrow region corresponds 
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Figure 4.10: (a) A plot of compound composition (PtGex) versus beam position for a lateral 
diffusion couple of Ge island (,.,,,J350A) on Pt ("'330A) thin film annealed at 5000C/90min. 
The vertical line at ,.,,, 76µ m indicates the initial position of island/thin film boundary (or 
interface line). (b) A plot of compound thickness versus beam position across the reacted 
zones. Thicknesses were obtained from RUMP simulations. Vertical dotted lines were drawn 
to partition different Pt-Ge compounds identified in (a). The horizontal dotted lines indicate 
the expected total thickness for a particular germanide1 assuming that the deposited platinum 
film was uniform and that only germanium atoms were the moving species. 
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Similar results were obtained from two other samples annealed at 500°C/30min and 
500°C/180min, with relative differences in the width of reacted zones. The results corre-
sponding to these samples are displayed in Figure 4.11 -t Figure 4.14. 
The major difference between the sample discussed (500°C/90min) and the other two sam-
ples (500°C/30, 180min) is the size of platinum dip. The dip is expectedly wider on a sample 
annealed at 500°C/180min, and notably extends deeper than on the two other samples, see 
Figure 4.13. It is however disturbing to note that the platinum dip from a sample annealed 
at 500°C/30min (see Figure 4.11) appears wider and deeper than that from a sample an-
nealed at 500°C/90min (see Figure 4.9). A further significant difference is that the "spur" 
on the interface line appears more pronounced on samples annealed at 500°C/30min and 
500°C/180min than it is on a sample annealed at 500°C/90min. 
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Figure 4.11: A plot of Pt and Ge counts versus beam position for a diffusion couple of Ge 
island("' 1360AJ on Pt thin film(rv330A) annealed at 5000 C/30min. The number of counts 
were obtained from RUMP using integration command. The vertical line corresponds to the 
position of the initial interface between Ge island and the surrounding Pt thin film. A well 
pronounced platinum dip at rv85µm is clear indication that platinum atoms have migrated to 
the left of the dip and are congregating in the region between the interface line and .the dip. 
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Figure 4.12: (a) A plot of compound composition(PtGex) versus position for a lateral diffu-
sion couple(Ge island(rv1350A}) on Pt (rv330A} thin film annealed at 5000C/30min. The 
vertical line at rv62µm indicates the initial interface between island and surrounding thin 
film. (b) A plot of compound thickness versus beam position across the reacted zones. Thick-
nesses were obtained from RUMP simulations. Vertical dotted lines were drawn to partition 
different Pt-Ge compounds identified in (a}. The horizontal dotted lines indicate the ex-
pected total thickness for a particular germanide1 assuming that the deposited platinum film 
















Figure 4.13: A plot of Pt and Ge counts versus beam position for a diffusion couple of Ge 
island{rv1360A) on Pt thin film{rv330A) annealed at 5000C/180min. The number of counts 
were obtained from RUMP using integration command. The vertical line corresponds to the 
position of the initial interface between Ge island and the surrounding Pt thin film. A more 
prominent platinum dip at,...., 129µm is clear indication that platinum atoms have migrated to 
the left of the dip and are congregating in the region between the interface line and the dip. 
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Figure 4.14: (a) A plot of compound composition(PtGex) versus position for a lateral diffu-
sion couple(Ge island(rv1350A)) on Pt (rv330A) thin film annealed at sorrC/180min. The 
vertical line at rv89µm indicates the initial interface between island and surrounding thin 
film. (b) A plot of compound thickness versus beam position across the reacted zones. Thick-
nesses were obtained from RUMP simulations. Vertical dotted lines were drawn to partition 
different Pt-Ge compounds identified in (a). The horizontal dotted lines indicate the ex-
pected total thickness for a particular germanide, assuming that the deposited platinum film 
was uniform and that only germanium atoms were the moving species. 
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To determine the kinetics of reactions, lateral measurements of reacted zones were done 
on both SEM micrographs and microprobe data. The measurements were taken from compo-
sition plots on microprobe data and from the widths of regions labelled B, C and D on SEM 
micrographs. Table 4.1 is a summary of lateral thicknesses from both SEM and microprobe 
data, given for all compounds observed at 500°C/30, 90, 180min. In Figure 4.15(a), plots 
of annealing time vs film length(Ln) of individual germanide phases are displayed to show 
phase formation sequence and parabolic dependence of compound growth on annealing time. 
The plots in Figure 4.15(b) were obtained using the same data and are only displayed to 
show a more conventional form of those in Figure 4.15(b ). It is evident from the plots that 
all three phases, PtGe2, Pt2Ge3 and PtGe, follow a diffusion limited process during their 
. 
formation reactions. Activation energy calculations could not be done as the three samples 
analysed were all annealed at 500°C. 
LATERAL MEASUREMENTS, Ln(µm) 
SEM 
Temp(°C/min) PtGe(D) Pt2Ge3 (C) PtGe2(B) 
500°C/30' 21 10 12 
500°C/90' 31 15 17 
500°C/l80' 37 20 21 
micro-PROBE TRACING 
Temp(°C/min) Pt Ge Pt2Ge3 PtGe2 
500°C/30' 20 10 11 
500°C/90' 35 18 18 
500°C/l80' 37 19 19 
Table 4.1: Table summarising lateral dimensions(widths) of growing platinum germanide 
compounds observed using SEM and micro-Probe measurements. Alphabetical letters B, C 
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Figure 4.15: (a) Annealing time vs length(Lv) of individual germanide phases at 50D°C 
showing phase formation sequence and parabolic dependence of compound growth on anneal-
ing time in Pt-Ge lateral diffusion couples. Lateral measurements used are those from SEM 
micrographs. Alphabetical letters indicate different regions as labelled on SEM micrographs. 
The plots in (b) are only displayed to reflect a more conventional version of the ones in (a). 
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4.4 Discussion 
4.4.1 Dominant Moving Species and Phase Formation Sequence 
Lateral diffusion couples provide a qualitative pointer to the dominant diffusing species with-
out the need to interpose markers between coupling layers. Results obtained from Pt-rich 
samples in this study, see Figure 4.3, seem to suggest high inward mobility of atoms from 
the surrounding Ge thin film. When the inward diffusing species has a much higher mobility 
than the outward diffusing one, the diffusion zone gets thinner and eventually breaks the 
linkage between island and thin film regions, which in turn halts the reaction process. Similar 
behaviour was observed by Zingu [51] in his investigation of Si-Pd interaction using lateral 
diffusion couples with Si island on Pd thin film. Zingu ascribed the cracks he observed on 
his samples to high mobility of Pd atoms into the Si-source region. 
From results obtained using Ge-rich samples (annealed at 500°C/30, 90 and 180minutes), it 
was very clear that Ge atoms have diffused out from the island into the surrounding thin 
film, forming PtGe compound. By observing all SEM micrographs and their corresponding 
µRBS data, the overall lateral diffusion results are best summed up in the following picture. 
Upon annealing, interaction took place in the source region between Ge and Pt atoms (from 
the source and the underlying thin film). The Pt-Ge interaction continued until underlying 
Pt atoms were consumed. At this stage, Ge atoms were still in excess, and they continued to 
transform the system through to its last phase, PtGe2, in the source region. Thus, ideally, 
one envisions a stage where the source region consisted of PtGe2 covered with unreacted 
Ge. Annealing process continued and Ge atoms started diffusing out of the island to form 
PtGe in the surrounding thin film region, leaving PtGe2 exposed in the source region. As 
the reaction proceeded, Ge flux decreased, and its supply to the reaction interface was no 
longer sufficient to maintain PtGe formation. Exposed PtGe2 then started to decompose 
through the mechanism 2PtGe2 ---+ Pt2Ge3 +Ge. 
The decomposition process did two things. It left Pt2Ge3 compound in the source region, and 
it aided the Ge supply at the reaction interface in the surrounding thin film to continue the 
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PtGe formation process. This analogy suggests the third thing the decomposition process 
should have done, decreasing the width of exposed PtGe2 (as annealing times increased). 
However, the plots displayed in Figure 4.15(a) show that this was not the case. Instead of 
shrinking at higher annealing times, exposed PtGe2 continued to expand. The only plausi-
ble explanation for this observation is that depletion of unreacted Ge atoms from the source 
region continued in parallel with PtGe2 decomposition [the rate of supply of unreacted Ge 
had only decreased at the PtGe reaction zone in the surrounding thin film, but the depletion 
process continued]. 
On the one hand, the two competing processes, viz PtGe2 exposure and PtGe2 decomposi-
tion, complemented each other in supplying Ge to form PtGe outside the source region, on 
the other hand they competed against each other in the resulting width of exposed PtGe2. 
While the depletion process increased the total width of exposed PtGe2, the decomposition 
process decreased it. The fact that exposed PtGe2 was observed to continue growing, see 
Figure 4.15(a), is evidence that the rate at which PtGe2 was exposed was faster than that 
at which it was decomposed. 
Atomic calculations were done using lateral measurements from SEM micrographs to obtain 
the number of germanium atoms present inside and outside the source region. By comparing 
these values, it could be established if the total number of Ge atoms was conserved. The cal-
culations are well detailed in Appendix C. Although based on a somewhat un-substantiated 
assumption of a uniform platinum thin film across the sample, the agreement in the conser-
vation of total number of Ge atoms is striking. The agreement is 100%, 99% and 97% for 
samples annealed at 500°C/30min, 90min and 180min respectively, see Appendix C. 
It can be speculated from the overall results and the above analogy, that upon further 
annealing, the formation sequence of Pt-Ge phases would have continued in its "reverse 
order" forming phases poor in germanium away from the source region, i.e. Pt3 Ge2 phase 
would have followed after PtGe, and then Pt2Ge and finally Pt3 Ge. However, it is possible 
that in the samples analysed, Pt2Ge phase might be present in the region between PtGe 
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and Pt thin film, with lateral dimensions of sub-microns, in which case the observation of its 
presence would have been suppressed by the resolution of the beam. The failure to observe 
the remaining platinum rich phases can be ascribed to either limited annealing time or low 
temperature (maybe both). 
4.4.2 Growth Kinetics 
Three of the compound phases predicted by the phase diagram have been found to grow 
simultaneously, viz PtGe2 , Pt2Ge3 and PtGe2 • Growth kinetics of these phases are all 
indicative of diffusion limited behaviour where the square of the width of growing compound 
exhibits parabolic dependence on annealing time, see Figure 4.15. Diffusion across the 
growing film is therefore the rate limiting step. The kinetics results are in agreement with 
the ones reported by Marshal et al [2] and the ones obtained using thin film samples in this 
study (see Chapter 3). 
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Chapter 5 
Summary, Conclusion and proposal 
for possible future work 
Established techniques, viz RBS1 XRD1 SEM and µRBS, have been used to obtain a basic 
understanding of interaction between platinum and germanium. The investigation was car-
ried out in two parts, one using conventional thin film couples and the other using lateral 
diffusion couples. 
Using conventional thin film couples, three of the six phases predicted on the Pt-Ge phase 
diagram (see Figure 1.3) were observed, viz Pt2Ge, PtGe and PtGe2. The observed phases 
formed in the following sequence. Pt2Ge was the first phase to form, followed by PtGe. 
PtGe2 was observed as the third and last stable phase. This phase sequence is in agreement 
with prediction by the EHF model. 
Reaction kinetics were only investigated for PtGe and PtGe2 phases. The first phase, Pt2Ge, 
was found to grow non-uniformly. This and the fact that PtGe phase was found to start 
growing before complete consumption of surface platinum, made it difficult to investigate 
Pt2Ge growth kinetics. The growth kinetics of both PtGe and PtGe2 were found to follow a 
square-root-of-time law, indicative of diffusion limited growth processes. 
Only one isothermal anneal was done to study PtGe formation (at 260°C), and therefore 
an Arrhenius plot (to estimate activation energy) could not be done for this phase. Four 
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isothermal anneals were done for PtGe2 phase, yielding an activation energy(Ea) of 1.9 ± 
0.1 eV. Using Kissinger plots obtained from temperature ramp (in the range 240-350°C at a 
rate of 1°C/min), activation energies were calculated for both PtGe and PtGe2 , yielding 1.52 
± 0.02 eV and 2.5 ± 0.2 eV respectively. The two results of Ea values for PtGe2 obtained 
using two different methods are not in agreement. No plausible explanation was found to 
account for this difference, and it may well be that the ramped kissinger approach is not 
appropriate for the system under consideration. The activation energy values can therefore 
not be regarded as conclusive. 
By interposing a thin layer of Ti(12A) to act as an inert marker between two coupling layers 
of Pt and Ge, the direction of atomic mobility was successfully monitored during the for-
mation of the first phase, Pt2Ge. Platinum was found to be the dominant diffusing species 
during Pt2 Ge formation. These results are in agreement with those of Marshal et al [2] who 
used molybdenum as an inert marker to monitor dominant diffusing species during Pt2Ge 
formation. Since germanium was on the surface and platinum underneath, the Pt2 Ge marker 
results obtained in this study meant that Ti could no longer continue to monitor the direc-
tion of atomic mobility during the formation of subsequent phases, which necessitated the 
alteration of sample configuration to Si<> /Si02 /Pt/Ge/Ti/Ge. With this configuration, it 
was crucial that the thicknesses of intimated platinum and germanium layers be confined to 
just enough to form the first phase, Pt2Ge. It proved difficult to obtain ideal thicknesses 
due to the erratic evaporation of germanium resulting from change in current during vacuum 
deposition process. Owing to this imbalance in Pt and Ge thicknesses, after the formation of 
Pt2 Ge, the presence of Ti stimulated the formation of PhGe2 , the non-congruent phase not 
observed in the thin film experiment done without Ti marker between coupling layers. After 
Pt3 Ge2 formation, PtGe phase was observed growing above and below the Ti marker. A 
detailed atomic calculation showed that the total number of Ge atoms above the Ti marker 
remained conserved as PtGe grew on both sides of the marker. This led to the conclusion 
that Pt atoms were the sole diffusing species during PtGe formation, resulting from the 
mechanism Pt3 Ge2 ---+ 2PtGe + Pt. However, relative to Pt2 Ge, the observed growth (of 
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Pt Ge) and the extent of the marker movement was very limited. 
In the subsequent experiment similarly designed to monitor the diffusing species during 
PtGe2 formation, the presence of Ti also stimulated the formation of the previously skipped 
non-congruent phase Pt2Ge3. After Pt2Ge3 formation, PtGe2 subsequently formed, with 
germanium as the dominant diffusing species. 
The fact that Ti marker was consistently observed to stimulate the formation of phases 
that were otherwise skipped in its absence might be indication that Ti acted as a diffusion 
barrier after the formation of precursor phases. This h9wever, may not necessarily render 
the marker results inconclusive since the "barrier" was ultimately broken and atoms started 
diffusing across. Unlike in the case of PhGe where compound growth and marker movement 
proceeded to an appreciably large scale, the fact that PtGe and PtGe2 results were derived 
from very limited film growth consequently made the PtGe and PtGe2 marker results not as 
reliable as would have been wished. Furthermore, diffusing species during PtGe and PtGe2 
formation have not been investigated before, and therefore no comparison can be made. At 
the very best, the PtGe and PtGe2 marker results (from thin films) cannot be strongly relied 
upon. 
Our investigation of the behaviour of Pt-Ge system using the lateral diffusion couples 
presented some exciting aspects. It is generally believed that when preparing lateral dif-
fusion samples, thick islands of dominant diffusing species should be evaporated on a thin 
film of interest. As a consequence of the first phase (Pt2Ge) marker results obtained using 
conventional thin films, platinum islands were therefore prepared on Ge thin film. For this 
set of samples, the lateral extent of diffusion zone upon annealing was limited. The reaction 
seemed not to proceed beyond a certain point despite annealing for longer times. The pos-
sible explanation for this observation is that after Ge was consumed beneath the Pt island, 
Ge atoms from the surrounding thin film started diffusing into the source region much faster 
than platinum diffused out. It has been observed before that when the inward diffusing 
species has higher rr:tobility than the outward diffusing species, the diffusion zone becomes 
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. thin, and could eventually lead to a crack formation between the advancing interface and 
the surrounding thin film, consequently halting the lateral reaction [51]. 
Sample geometry was therefore reversed from Pt islands on Ge thin film to Ge island on Pt 
thin film. Upon annealing at 500°C/30, 90 and 180 minutes, lateral reaction was observed 
proceeding to a relatively large scale, with a total of three different phases growing simulta-
neously, viz PtGe2 , Pt2 Ge3 and PtGe. The Pt2Ge3 and PtGe2 regions were located inside 
the source region, with PtGe2 as the innermost, while PtGe region was on the periphery 
of the source region, i.e. between the surrounding thin film and the initial island/thin film 
interface line. 
The observation of PtGe and PtGe2 phases was a common feature between thin film and 
lateral diffusion results. Pt2Ge3 was only observed in lateral diffusion samples but not in 
conventional thin film, except in (thin film) cases where evaporated thicknesses were con-
fined to form particular phases. It must be pointed out that the presence of Pt2Ge3 in 
lateral diffusion samples was a result of PtGe2 disintegration (2PtGer-+Pt2Ge3 + Ge) and 
not interaction of PtGe with Ge (2PtGe + Ge-+Pt2Ge3 ). 
While Pt2Ge phase was observed to be the first phase to form in thin films, results from 
lateral diffusion showed no evidence of its presence. Due to the fact that germanide phases 
were seen spreading out from the source in their decreasing order of germanium content, one 
would have expected Pt2Ge to form between PtGe layer and the surrounding thin film. It 
is speculated that the Pt2 Ge layer could have been present as a very thin layer (less than a 
micron), which is below the resolution power of the microprobe. 
From both SEM and µRBS results, it was clear that germanium was diffusing from the source 
to the surrounding thin film to fo~m Pt Ge. However, in the region where Pt Ge interfaced 
with the surrounding Pt thin film, a deep in platinum yield was consistently observed on 
all samples analysed, suggesting that platinum atoms also diffused in the opposite direction 
(towards the source region), giving rise to the observed platinum dip. What is not clear, 
though, is whether the platinum deep resulted during the formation of precursor phases or 
during PtGe formation. In any event, at the very least, the lateral diffusion results point to 
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Ge as the dominant diffusing species during PtGe formation. These results appear to be in 
conflict with those from thin film investigation, but, as alluded to earlier, the extent of thin 
film growth in the latter investigation was limited and therefore not entirely reliable. 
Using lateral distances (Lv) and annealing time, the three observed compounds, PtGe2, 
Pt2Ge3 and PtGe, were all found to obey the square-root-of-time law, indicative of a diffu-
sion limited growth. This compares and agrees well with PtGe and PtGe2 results obtained 
using thin film samples 
A basic understanding has been achieved of interaction between platinum and germa-
nium using both conventional thin films and lateral diffusion couples. The study did not go a 
long way in clearing out the apparent confusion existing in the Pt-Ge phase sequence forma-
tions reported in previous experiments (carried out using conventional thin films). However, 
except for the absence of non-congruent phases (Pt2Ge3 and Pt3 Ge2), the phase sequence 
results from thin films are more in agreement with those of Hsieh and Chen (1] and Marshal 
et al (2]. The reaction kinetics and dominant diffusing species during Pt2Ge also agree with 
those of Marshal et al (2]. 
A combination of SEM and µRBS has proven effective in analysing Pt-Ge interaction 
using lateral diffusion couples. This combination should be enhanced with XRD so that 
different phases in the reacted zones can be identified without ambiguity. Without XRD, 
RBS strictly limits identification of reacted zones to phase compositions. Since Scanning 
Electron Microscopy (SEM) is only restricted to surface topography, Transmission Electron 
Microscopy (TEM) would also make a strong supplement to SEM. It remains to be verified 
if lateral diffusion samples of thicker germanium islands (on Pt thin film) annealed at 500°C 
for times longer than 180 minutes would result in the formation of all Pt-Ge phases predicted 
in the phase diagram. Sample annealings also have to be done at different temperatures so 
that activation energies can be calculated from Arrhenius plots. 
The project therefore still has some potential areas to exploit. Future work on the project 
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Figure A.l: RBS spectra obtained from an as deposited sample displayed with RUMP simu-
lation to confirm composition and thickness agreement with actual data. 
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Figure A.2: RBS spectra(top) obtained from samples annealed at 200(top) and 22D°C(bot) 
for annealing periods of 80 minutes. Both spe'ctra are displayed with their RUMP simulations 
to confirm agreement with actual data. 
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Figure A.3: RBS spectra(top) obtained from samples annealed at 250(top) and 275°C(bot) 
for ann·ealing periods of 80 minutes. Both spectra are displayed with their RUMP simulations 
to confirm agreement with actual data. 
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Appendix B 
Calculations of Diffusion ratios to 
estimate dominant diffusing species 
Energy (MeV) 
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Figure B.l: RBS spectrum from a sample annealed at 2500 /10 min. Simulation suggests 
platinum as the dominant diffusing species during Pt2 Ge formation. Thicknesses are given 
in units of 1015 at/cm2 . 
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The following calculations, based on Figure B.1, estimate atomic diffusion ratio 
during PtGe formation. 
Amount of platinum above the marker in units of 1015at/cm2 is given by: 
tt Pt= H80)(from Pt2Ge) + H215)(from PtGe) = 160x1015 Pt at/cm2 
Amount of germanium below the marker is given by: 
tt Ge= ~(130)(from Pt2Ge) = rv45x1015 Ge at/cm2 
The Pt:Ge ratio is about 4:1. Pt is therefore the DMS. 
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Appendix C 
Calculations of the total number of 
Ge atoms present in reacted zones. 
All answers have a multiplicative factor of 1015. 
500°C/30min 
U Ge atoms in Pt Ge: 21 x 10-4 cm x 440 ;~~ x lcm x ! = 0.462 
U Ge atoms in Pt2Ge3: 10 x 10-4 cm x 550;~~ x lcm x ~ = 0.330 
U Ge atoms in PtGe2: 12 x 10-4cm x 660;~~ x lcm x ~ = 0.528 
U Ge atoms in the source region before annealing: 22 x 10-4 cm x lcm x 600 at~ = 1.320 
· cm 
0.462+~:;;~+0.528 x 100% = 100% 
500°C/90min 
U Ge atoms in PtGe: 31 x 10-4 cm x 440;~~ x lcm x ! = 0.682 
U Ge atoms in Pt2Ge3: 15 x 10-4 cm x 550;~~ x lcm x ~ = 0.495 
U Ge atoms in PtGe2: 17 x 10-4cm x 660;~~ x lcm x ~ = 0.748 
U Ge atoms in the source region before annealing: 32 x 10-4 cm x lcm x 600at~ = 1.920 
cm 
0.682+~::;~+0.748 X 100% = rv99.7% 
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500°C/180min 
tt Ge atoms in PtGe: 37 x 10-4cm x 440:~~ x lcm x ~ = 0.814 
tt Ge atoms in Pt2Ge3 : 2_0 x 10-4 cm x 550:~~ x lcm x ~ = 0.660 
tt Ge atoms in PtGe2 : 21 x 10-4cm x 660:~~ x lcm x ~ = 0.924 
tt Ge atoms in the source region before annealing: 40.67 x 10-4 cm x lcm x 600 at~ = 2.460 
. cm 
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